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ABSTRACT
Designed algorithms that are useful for developing protocols and supporting
tools for fault tolerance, dynamic load balancing, and distributing monitoring in
loosely coupled multi-processor systems. Four efficient algorithms are developed to
learn network topology and reconfigure distributed application programs in execu
tion using the available tools for replication and process migration.
The first algorithm provides techniques for transparent software reconfigura
tion based on process migration in the context of quadtree embeddings in Hypercubes. Our novel approach provides efficient reconfiguration for some classes of
faults that may be identified easily. We provide a theoretical characterization to use
graph matching, quadratic assignment, and a variety of branch and bound tech
niques to recover from general faults at run-time and maintain load balance.
The second algorithm provides distributed recognition of articulation points,
biconnected components, and bridges. Since the removal of an articulation point dis
connects the network, knowledge about it may be used for selective replication. We
have obtained the most efficient distributed algorithms with linear message complex
ity for the recognition of these properties.
The third algorithm is an optimal linear message complexity distributed solu
tion for recognizing graph planarity which is one of the most celebrated problems in
graph theory and algorithm design. Recently, efficient shortest path algorithms are
developed for planar graphs whose efficient recognition itself was left open. Our
algorithm also leads to designing efficient distributed algorithm to recognize outerplanar graphs with applications in Hamiltonian path, shortest path routing and graph
coloring. It is shown that efficient routing of information and distributing the stack
needed for for planarity testing permit local computations leading to an efficient dis
tributed algorithm.

The fourth algorithm provides software redundancy techniques to provide
fault tolerance to program structures. We consider the problem of mapping repli
cated program structures to provide efficient communication between modules in
multiple replicas. We have obtained an optimal mapping of 2-replicated binary trees
into hypercubes. For replication numbers greater than two, we provide efficient
heuristic simulation results to provide efficient support for both ’N-version pro
gramming’ and ’Recovery block’ approaches for software replication.

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

We are willing to bet that it is a mistake, at least on the long term, to allow
our thinking to be cramped by preconceptions about what is and is not
implementable. I f we are mistaken in our optimism, then at least we will
have examined some interesting problems in afresh light. We in sist... that
languages do not become interesting because we can implement them.
Implementation problems become interesting when new languages seem
worthy o f study
— David Gelernter, ACM TOPLAS, Vol.7(l), January 1985, pp. 80-112.

1.1. Overview
In the present age of advanced technology, use of computers in home, in work
place, and in industry is very common. Introduction of computers for such wide
spread applications has increased the demand for the computer to be more and more
user friendly, reliable, efficient and cost effective. Computers have been used in
critical and sensitive applications by providing multiple resources and ensuring the
certainity of the environment at great cost. Attempts are necessary to develop com
puters which operate in realistic uncertain environments and perform computation
ally intensive real tasks. Research works about computers operating in faulty envi
ronments are no more only of theoretical interest. Due to the recent improvements in
the understanding about the dynamic needs of realistic applications coupled with the
availability of basic supporting mechanisms for cooperative computing, research in
the direction of improving performance of fault tolerant parallel and distributed com
puting is encouraged more than ever before.
Apart from the need for making our dependence on computers more secure,
other reasons for the successful application of co-operating solutions to computing
include the recent trends of reducing costs of electronic hardware, possible increase
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in performance due to the partitioning effect on seemingly difficult large problems,
advantages of increased resource sharing, and recent stagnation of technology to
increase the clock rates of individual computers. Instead, improvements in perfor
mance is achieved by aggregating the cost effective multiple machines on a single
problem. Unlike the stand alone computer which can work in a fixed environment,
multiple computers may be used in different combinations to interact in a dynamic
environment with much more versatility. Significantly advanced fault tolerance,
resource sharing, and communication supports can help multi-computers to behave
like a single, powerful virtual machine. With increasing degree of difficulty of
advanced systems, it is necessary to pursue software based system reliability rather
than the current focus of hardware redundancy based approaches.
The research with multiple computers have been mainly focussed on tightly
coupled parallel machines called interconnection networks and the loosely coupled
asynchronous machines called distributed systems. Interconnection networks are
designed emphasising the need for intensive computation that may be divided and
executed in parallel achieving high performance. These networks use the models
using parallel algorithms which optimize the overall computation time and the
required space. Communication and synchronization is of secondary importance
since many of these networks are based on shared memory and thus it is assumed
that any processor can access any shared memory location in constant time after
resolving contention. On the other hand, the distributed systems are designed with
emphasis on the communication oriented computation where in messages are used
for communication and synchronization. Hence distributed algorithms optimize the
number of messages that are needed to be exchanged to solve a distributed problem
cooperatively without using any shared memory, but only exchanging messages.
The specific characteristics of one of these models may be better suited for some
applications, but each of them have their merits for different applications.

Recent advances in network based models have introduced islands of sites con
nected over a geographically distributed configurations, wherein each site may con
sist of nodes including interconnection networks and workstations. Such a configu
ration allows exploiting the merits of both parallel and distributed computers to exe
cute tasks with varied complexity which were hitherto too large to solve. It is also
possible to exploit special puipose abilities of multi-computers in such a system so
that specific functions of a given application may use the properties of both parallel
and distributed systems to solve the overall problem. Even distributed shared mem
ory is implemented in loosely coupled message systems using communication sys
tem for simulating shared address space [1]. Such advancing technologies have
made the programming of distributed applications more attractive than ever.
As the technology of networking computers grow, the interconnections among
them become more complex. A fully expanded network topology can consist of
dozens of Local Area Networks interconnected by numerous network routers and
bridges. Based on Open Systems Interconnect (OSI) model [2] , for example, ser
vices for message passing route communication packets of the higher layers through
intermediate points over long distance in a typical internetwork. With all the com
munication protocols in place, application programs may be distributed and remotely
executed making resource sharing possible.
As the complexity of systems increase, so does the need for the reliability of the
system to be more than the reliability of its components. While building sophisti
cated systems for any critical applications, it is possible to capture the nature of the
specialized domain in to a more flexible computational framework which can be
reconfigured dynamically to tolerate partial failures. Such a system will improve the
ability to respond to varying needs of computation and failure. However, further
research is necessary to understand the mechanics of fault tolerant programs and to
make the process of reconfiguration more efficient. Since the general problem of

program fault tolerance is still in early phase of research, providing efficient solu
tions for specific applications and system re-configuration is currently pursued.
This research is mainly concerned with message passing models used in inter
connection networks such as hypercubes and also in distributed systems connected
over a computer network. We refer to such an environment of cooperating multi
computers as the distributed systems. Principal concern of this research is to pro
vide standard software interface support in order to develop distributed application
programming services to improve the performance and the reliability of applications
in execution in the face of failures of components in the system.
1.2 Fault Tolerance in Distributed Systems
Distributed system is a set of physically distinct computational devices work
ing on a common problem, while their operation is coordinated via communication
channels connecting some or all of these devices. Each computing device has certain
processing and memory capabilities, and is preprogrammed to perform its part of
computation, as well as send and receive control or data messages over the commu
nication links. Since the system is loosely coupled via a communication network,
and delays occur because of congestion and traffic , besides the propagation delay,
the fundamental characteristics of distributed systems is that some of its components
may fail while others are still working, and also that the messages in transit are sub
ject to variable delays and failures, unlike in the tightly coupled systems.
Generic problems and architectural issues related fault tolerant distributed sys
tems are studied by Cristian[3]. Developing strategies and methodologies for fault
tolerant applications using coordinated computing spans a broad range of issues: dis
tributed control, task decomposition, communication, synchronization, performance
monitoring, and distributed system design. Since the main concern of this disserta
tion is to design high performance algorithms in the domain of distributed systems,

our main focus of fault tolerance in distributed systems in the context of this research
is to develop a co-operative computing system that is resilient to failures as well as
changing needs of demand. This research addresses only the issues related to soft
ware approaches to fault tolerance.
We concentrate on the design of distributed network protocols for the software
reconfiguration of applications in execution. Some of the functions of these protocols
include collecting performance parameters using graph traversals, constructing dis
tributed depth first trees or spanning trees, and obtaining topological configurations
of a distributed system which may be used for reconfiguring the applications. Two
classes of problems, network traversal and global state determination, are considered
fundamental, as discussed by Raynal [4]. Distributed algorithms for a variety of
problems such as distributed mutual exclusion, leader election, termination, failure
detection, synchronization, and graph algorithms including those for finding shortest
path, minimum spanning trees, connected components, graph recognition etc., have
been extensively studied and reported in literature [5,6,7,8].
1.2.1 Objectives of software fault tolerance
Very little theory is developed to optimize the cost, dependability, and func
tional correctness parameters of redundancy and design diversity techniques for fault
tolerance. Software techniques are being actively pursued since there is a need for
building systems with higher reliability than the reliability of its hardware compo
nents. Main objectives of software fault tolerance is to make the system more reli
able and available[9,10]. A system is reliable if it does not corrupt or loose any data.
Availability on the other hand is about the working status of being ready whenever it
is needed to be used. Because of the multiplicity of components in a distributed sys
tem, it can be made more reliable as well as available using hardware as well as soft
ware techniques. Hardware failures are due to the failure of its components, while

software failures may be either due to implementation error or specification error. In
this research, we restrict fault tolerance to software solutions to provide high-level
architecture independent facilities for a distributed program in execution to continue
operating even in the face of the failure of one or more of the hardware components
of the system. Some of the systems which provide this kind of software solutions
may be found in CLOUDS[l 1], ARGUS[12], and CIRCUS[13].
1.2.2 Difficulties of designing fault tolerance
It is difficult to design a unified framework for a fault tolerant distributed sys
tems. Some of the tasks which are considered to be trivial in sequential computing
can be surprisingly difficult in concurrent multi-processing environment because of
the interleaving of events and the nature of interaction between the processes. The
tasks involving synchronization and communication between processes are espe
cially difficult to automate. Consider, for example, the task of moving a process from
a given machine to a specified target machine on a distributed network. Given that
the multiprocessing systems save the process context for multi-programming, the
problem looks simple at the first sight to move the context saved from one machine
to the other. However, from a point of view of the correctness of program, this raises
sub-problems of messages in transit, varying clock speeds, and system specific vari
ables such as an access to a file, which are difficult to be updated.
It is also necessary to gather the dynamic information such as changing topol
ogy of the network for routing information. Even if the information about the con
figuration is completely known, it is necessary to derive a solution based on the pre
sent situation to achieve an optimal utilization of the resources. If the information
available is only partial, it is necessary to generate a plan to collect the necessary
information using as minimum effort as possible. All these tasks must be carried out
in real time with acceptable efficiency and reliability.

Some of the difficulties in the design of cooperative fault tolerant distributed
systems are
1) To represent the real working environment as a model which may be used by
the system to recognize a match between the given application and the currently
available system in which some of the components have failed.
2) To describe the distributed tasks so that system parameters may be synthesised
about a program in execution from a set of primitive functional routines which
are compiled and stored in a library which will be used at run time to collect the
information of interest needed for reconfiguration.
3)

To develop a system which can assess suitability of planned degree of fault tol
erance and modify actions when relevant to the real task environment, i.e. to
detect errors about the planned faults and recover from them automatically
using reasoning about the performance measures.

4)

To develop efficient selective fault tolerant algorithms which make a critical
process of applications more resilient when necessary, rather than providing a
less efficient, and probably incomplete, general solution applicable to the whole
problem.

5)

To develop a computer system for controlling and for providing the intelli
gence and support necessary for executing the given tasks to completion despite
the uncertainities involved.

1.2.3 Models of software fault tolerance
Software fault tolerance models provide software support for making use of
redundant resources so that programs may continue to operate in the case of partial
failures of some of the system components. Basic models of software fault tolerance
include state machine model,[14,15], nested atomic transaction model,[16], remote

procedure call model[17], and fail-stop processor model[18]. Various approaches for
software fault tolerance may use a mixture of these basic models to obtain design
diversity. These models are explored in more detail in chapter 2.
First approach to classify the models is to look at the kinds of supports pro
vided: distributed programming language level, distributed operating system level, or
run-time support level. Second approach to classify the models is based on the
redundancy being used: replication, or process migration. Third approach to classify
is based on the basic methodology: transparent support, or fault tolerant tools
approach.
a) Language support:
Important variations supports for nested atomic transactions are provided in
Guardians and Actions as in ARGUS[19], optimistic recovery in[20J, Communicat
ing Sequential Processes with and without voting[21,22] using synchronous message
passing and watchdog processor based general rollback techniques, communication
at the end of replicated processes as in SIFT[23]. Also object based fault tolerance is
provided in EMERALD[24] where a pessimistic synchronization with roll-back
using check-points is presented. TABS/ CAMELOT[25] supports nested transaction
scheme.
b) Operating System Support
Preemptable remote execution facilities are provided in V-System[26]. ClientServer

based

time-out

approach

with

orphan

invocation

is

provided

in

AMOEBA[27] along with large-grain object support. CHORUS[28] also uses time
out for detecting invocation failures. Fault tolerant distributed file service, based on
replicated processes is supported in[13].

c) Run-time Support
This approach provides raising exceptions for predetermined types of faults so
that recovery routines for exception handling may be carried out. This technique is
also implemented in complete replication of ADA programs with remote tasking
[29].
d) Replication based Fault Tolerance
As mentioned above, many object based systems [24] as well as process based
systems as in Fault Tolerant Concurrent C[30], and in ADA [29] use replication to
provide redundancy in order to tolerate faults.
e) Process Migration
An excellent survey of process migration support mechanisms and approaches
may be found in [31]. Transferring sufficient amount of a process’s state from one
machine to the other for execution is called process migration. This technique along
with checkpointing is used for fault tolerance in DEMOS/MP[32] and in
LOCUS[33].
f) Transparent Approach
This technique refers to the ability of the systems to provide fault tolerance
without any special effort from the user’s side. Process replication, many variations
of checkpointing and recovery supports are provided in Sender Based Message Log
ging [34] and in Optimistic recovery[35].
g) Tools approach
This approach provides programming facilities so that application programmer
or the system on its own, may provide selective fault tolerance. This approach needs
more effort on the part of the programmer to specify which part of application is
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critical. But offers greater efficiency. This approach is taken to design selective repli
cation in Fault Tolerant Concurrent C[30], applications management in ISIS[36]. A
very interesting variation of application directed approach where in the processes are
aware of the underlying network and its topology is pursued in WORMS[37].
However, the real challenge of such future attempt will be the development of
the hardware and software system for the integration of information regarding the
distributed processes, executing multiple tasks concurrently with replication, and
controlling the system in real time. The challenge can be handled possibly by gain
ing better understanding about the overall problem from perspectives of system level
control program which characterizes the behavior of the processes involved in spe
cific applications, and takes in to account the interaction of processes in the given
applications. In order to capture the above said requirements, we recognize the need
to introduce a specialized coordinating module in to the classical layered protocol
structure which acts as an intermediary between the application layer and the kernel.
Such a module will collect the necessary information, triggers necessary actions in
response to failures or changing requirements to achieve the best possible perfor
mance in the given system state.

1.3 Scope for Software Reconfiguration of Applications
The development of software reconfiguration algorithms address some of the
state of the art issues in the field of distributed computing including some of the
issues concerning the integration of the design diversity for fault tolerance and com
putational issues of correctness. In this research, the feasibility of some algorithms
for improving the performance of software reconfiguration is pursued. This research
attempts to use the knowledge gained from a good understanding of the applications
as well as the nature of the system topology to incorporate the efficiency aspects of
program execution whenever the support for reconfiguration exists. Research takes

up these issues for optimization to improve the functionality of the application at the
system level.
Dynamic reconfiguration of applications requires large amounts of computa
tional capabilities with stringent requirements on reliability. These capabilities have
to be coupled with an ability to operate in response to the locally computed perfor
mance parameters as well as the information collected from remote sites at real-time
in dynamic environments. Furthermore, these machines have to be able to adapt
themselves in accomplishing specified tasks by managing their resources and main
taining their integrity in an optimal way based on the multi-objectives of computa
tion, communication, and storage space.
The information available to a process that is monitoring the distributed pro
gram is different at different stages of execution and hence it has to make use of sev
eral supporting modules which will be initiated non-deterministically whenever
needed. Current research provides some algorithms which may be used for such
occasions for collecting topological parameters and for using such information for
reconfiguring a process-in-execution that is affected by failures. Our approach is suit
able for reconfiguration to meet the load balancing considerations also.
Implementation of a practical system based on the tools currently available,
provides the guidelines for using the results of theoretical research and also provides
the necessary focus for further research. Research from the view of implementation
provides sufficient operational knowledge, if not the goal of optimum operation of
theoretical research.
Our approach is to take the readily available tools for fault tolerant support and
take up the study of several specific problems whose solutions would improve the
performance of problems in wide areas of applications, especially those that are
coarse grained and computationally intensive. We will first examine the practical
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problem of reconfiguration of an application in execution in order to make use of idle
capacity of hardware, and then describe the theoretical issues to be addressed. We
will also provide a problem solving framework with special emphasis on the trade
off between the cost of communication at run time compared to the cost of reconfig
uration and continued computation.
1.4 Contributions of the Dissertation
This research pursues both exploratory as well as implementation based
research in fault tolerant distributed computing. Focus however is to extend some of
the design issues of contemporary distributed application management tools for high
performance software reconfiguration.
The field of Software Failure Reconfiguration in distributed systems and inter
connection networks is still in its beginning, though many of the necessary tools to
build such systems are becoming widely available. Insights gained during this
research are related to dynamic re-allocation issues and about how to collect topolog
ical information of interest for the reconfiguration problem.
The first contribution of this dissertation is to analyze system level fault tolerant
aspects of distributed applications and to recognize some of the issues related to
software reconfiguration. Motivation for this work is the wide spread use of work
stations and multi-computers connected to networks. It remains a challenge to
use idle machines to provide fault tolerance for large grained computation
intensive applications. Using the results of checkpointing and recovery at process
level and on the process migration support provided by many contemporary systems
such as Demos/MP, V-System, etc., this research recognizes the possibility of intro
ducing a control program residing on top of the Kernel and below the application
layer so that it can determine system parameters needed to reconfigure an appli
cation when needed.

The second contribution is to provide transparent software reconfiguration
strategies based on process migration in the context of embeddings in interconnec
tion networks. Previous works have approached the problem of fault intolerant
embeddings or have given solutions which accept degradation of performance
because of the need for simulating faulty nodes or by degrading the performance
parameters. This research is the first attempt to analyze the effect of the cost of
migration in the process of software reconfiguration. Efficient algorithms for recon
figuring applications are presented for applications based on tree structures such as
binary trees and quadtrees for special classes of faults. Further, the theoretical char
acterizations are provided to deal with arbitrary faults in distributed models using
graph matching, and branch-and-bound, and quadratic assignment techniques
The third contribution is towards efficient fault diagnosis and fault tolerance in
distributed systems. Our contributions include the distributed recognition of Articu
lation Points, Biconnected Components, and Bridges. Since the articulation point is
a critical node in the network, it is a good candidate for selective replication. In
this dissertation, the most efficient distributed algorithms for the recognition of all
these properties of the networks are provided. The complexities obtained are O(n)
time, 0(n ) number of messages, using message of utmost 0(n) length. Most efficient
previously known algorithms have 0(e) messages, 0(d) time, and 0(logn) message
length. Clearly, the new algorithms save 0(logn) message bits in the worst case,
where n is the number of nodes in the graph corresponding to the underlying net
work, e is the number of messages, and d is the diameter.
The fourth contribution is an optimal distributed algorithm for recognition of
graph planarity which is one of the most celebrated problems in graph theory and
algorithm design. The distributed algorithm for Planarity Testing is based on the
biconnected component solution given by Hopcroft and Tarjan[38]. The algorithm
presented in this dissertation uses 0(n) time, 0(n) message, and 0 (n + log n) message
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size. This result for the celebrated problem on planarity testing is not only the
first distributed algorithm, but is also optimal in both time and number of mes
sages.
The fifth contribution of this study is an evaluation of the software redundancy
techniques to provide fault tolerance to program structures. An approach of config
uration management to reduce communication overhead if the failures are not fre
quent is taken in the context of embedded applications in interconnection networks.
Hence for ’N-version programming’, where results of different versions of compo
nents are used in each step, higher priority is given to keep all the program compo
nents near by while allocating the resources. On the other hand, for the technique
based on recovery blocks which uses a back up component only in the case of fail
ure, less priority is given to assign redundant components, thus keeping the primary
components together. This research shows that such a problem may be reduced to a
labeling problem and the solution is based on quadratic programming. A sub-optimal
algorithm and simulation results based on heuristics are provided.
The main contribution of our work is to characterize the potential of a control
program for software reconfiguration which can make use of the available tools for
replication and process migration. Efficient algorithms are provided to achieve high
performance in reconfiguration and to learn network topology.
1.5 Organization and Overview of the Dissertation
We review generic research problems related to distributed computing and fault
tolerance in Chapter 2. Basic concepts of distributed fault tolerant computing are
developed in chapter 2 in addition to summarizing some interesting previous results.
In chapter 3, transparent software reconfiguration strategies for embeddings
based on tree structures in hypercube interconnection networks are identified based
on process migration. Theoretical characterization uses graph matching, quadratic

assignment, and a variety of branch-and-bound techniques to deal with arbitrary
faults in distributed models. Specifically, we have illustrated the reconfiguration of a
complete quadtree into a hypercube whenever some of the processors used in the ini
tial embedding are determined to be faulty. We provide a new 2-dilation embedding
of a complete quadtree into its nearest hypercube and show that it is reconfigurable
in case of homogeneous faults to yield an optimal 3-dilation reconfiguration. It is
shown that a new class of reconfigurable embedding strategy may be used to recover
from faults at run-time as well as maintain the quality of the mapping within a con
stant.
In chapter 4, we build on the well known principle that a priori knowledge of
network topology leads to designing efficient solutions to many problems in dis
tributed systems. We design new algorithms for finding important topological
parameters such as biconnected components, articulation points, and bridges. Since
such knowledge is very useful for selective replication, it may be used to achieve
high performance reconfiguration. The most efficient algorithms for these problems
known to date is presented in Chapter 4.
It is known in sequential computing that knowledge of planarity of graphs may
be used for solving many problems efficiently which are computationally interactive
in a general network. Distributed shortest path algorithms which are very basic to
many distributed computations and data exchange, is shown to be efficient on planar
graphs[39]. However, determining whether a graph is planar using a distributed
algorithm is more complex because of the lack of global control over the system to
monitor the algorithm behavior, compared to the sequential or parallel computing. In
distributed systems, no global information is maintained at each node since the sys
tem is dynamic, and the global information might require prohibitive space to store
the information. However, each node is equipped with algorithms that will enable
these nodes to determine certain topological parameters, whenever necessary. These
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algorithms are called Learning Algorithms. Building on the learning algorithms
given in chapter 4, for finding connectivity and biconnected components, we extend
distributed dcpth-first-search based algorithms for testing whether the global topol
ogy of an asynchronous network is planar or not in Chapter 5.
In Chapter 6, we present algorithms to study the performance issues related to
the reliability techniques based on N-version programming and Recovery Block
methods in the context of the embedding of program structures in interconnection
networks. These software redundancy techniques are largely used in practice to
provide both design fault tolerance as well as component failures. We take the
approach of configuration management to reduce communication overhead if the
failures are not frequent. Hence for ’N-version programming’, we give higher
priority to the program components while allocating the resources. On the other
hand, we prefer to assign redundant components first for ’Recovery Block’ tech
nique.
Concluding remarks about the main contributions of our work and a discus
sion of open problems are presented in Chapter 7.

CHAPTER2

PRELIMINARIES

To learn something, you should almost know it
- Anonymous

2.1. Overview
Parallelism in many applications may be exploited to overcome the limitations
of intensive computations. It is well known that many computational problems may
be solved efficiently on interconnection networks and distributed systems. In this
research, we are mainly concerned with the efficient and reliable distributed execu
tion of application programs. Specifically, we investigate the problem of using sev
eral machines to co-operate on the solution of a single problem. Such an attempt
requires us to gain insights about the nature of the given problem, understanding how
machines co-operate and what are the factors that affect the efficiency of the solu
tion. Existing facilities for execution of programs on remote machines have to be
explored, evaluated, and new designs have to be implemented.
Novel approaches for these problems are currently the focus of much research
interest. Attempts to build more powerful machines as well as to use the idle power
of distributed systems are rigorously pursued. By a systematic comparison of differ
ent systems and applications, we can gain better understanding of the important
issues involved. Distributed program execution have to make use of a large amount
of computing power available on different machines. However, the potential for
making use of a collection of machines and resources also offer significant chal
lenges about sharing and protection, allocation and fault tolerance, synchronization
and communication.
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Many contemporary systems provide facilities for remote initiation, execution,
and support for partial failures. Much is desired to identify idle machines that are
suitable for robust execution to tolerate the failure of components and hardware
crashes, and facilities for monitoring the performance.
2.2 Objectives of Robust Execution of Distributed Programs
Consider the possibilities of distributing an application program at various com
puting sites. Co-ordinated execution will have to address the issues related to alloca
tion of tasks, interaction between processes, consistent access to non-local data,
recovering and re-allocating tasks in case of failures, etc. These in turn have to be
matched against the existing facilities in order to achieve optimal usage of resources
and efficient solutions. Some of the issues that must be considered are described
below:
2.2.1 Distribution
Many computationally intensive real world applications may be divided in to
sub-tasks so that intelligent algorithms may be used to execute each sub-task in par
allel on distributed machines and interconnection networks. Two most important
considerations in selecting one of many available multi-computers are processor uti
lization and communication cost. The communication needs of the computations are
modeled by a graph, called the guest graph. This graph depicts the required interac
tion between the data elements of the computation. The interconnection topology of
the available system may be depicted by a graph, called the host graph. The guest
graph may be mapped into the host graph for execution. The quality of a mapping is
often determined based on two performance parameters of desired approximation to
a measure of processor utilization and inter-processor communication cost.
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Often, the mapping is guided by some constraints which may be different from
application to application. The most commonly used constraint is the minimization
of the communication overhead in the case of interconnection networks. Lee and
Aggarwal [1] have given assignment optimization procedures for mapping schemes
using various objective functions.
In the domain of distributed systems, however, most studies have left the prob
lem of program distribution to the systems based on allocator services. If a process
wants to be executed by a remote process, it requests for collecting the information
about all the processors which have idle capacity to meet the requirements[2]. In
some cases, group communication capabilities are used to send requests of availabil
ity information to all program servers on different machines and interested servers
will reply to the requesting process[3]. In the later model, a program server is
assumed to be present on each machine so that program execution may be started by
sending a message to the remote machine.
2.2.2 Load balancing and resource sharing
The objective of distribution based research is to make use of the free proces
sors and still co-schedule a group of processors on nearby machines to reduce com
munication. On the other hand, load balancing is also of primary concern so that
some processors are not overloaded while while others are idle. It may be noted thus
that the objectives of maximizing throughput, minimizing response time, and dis
tributing a load uniformly are conflicting goals which need compromises and trade
offs. This could be difficult since the the problem of finding an optimal solution to
most of these concerns is NP-complete. Hence heuristic load balancing algorithms
are used to communicate the load information in a distributed system periodically
and to bid for creating or migrating the existing processes on to a lightly loaded
machine[4,5,6].
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2.2.3 Software fault tolerance and reconfiguration
The ability of a distributed system to continue to operate in spite of the failure
of a subsystem, possibly with degraded performance, is very important. The primary
goal of our research is to provide fault tolerance at the system level so that dynamic
reconfiguration of the program in execution may be carried out in interconnection
networks and distributed systems.
The approaches taken to provide fault tolerance in interconnection networks fall
into the following three categories : architecture-based, algorithm-based and recon
figuration-based. The motivation to develop schemes based on the first approach is
that the computational graph structure is fixed and hosts may be built in a such a way
that, in case of faults, it can maintain the topology of the computational graph. Spare
nodes and edges may be added to the basic host architecture. The resultant architec
ture will facilitate fault recovery by providing subgraphs isomorphic to the original
graph [7]. In algorithm-based techniques, on the other hand, the underlying graph
structure is made robust using redundant paths without altering the architecture of
the host [8,9]. In reconfiguration schemes, there are two stages: fault detection and
relocation of faulty nodes to free nodes. These schemes provide intelligent mapping
of the computational graph into the interconnection network so that reconfiguration
becomes easy. There is a growing need for designing reconfiguration algorithms for
commonly used interconnection networks such as hypercubes. Chen, et.al. [10], have
provided efficient reconfiguration algorithms for grids into hypercubes. This algo
rithm enables the system to recover from a single failure in one-step by locating a
free node in the hypercube. Time taken by the system to reconfigure itself after the
detection of faults is the primary concern of these algorithms. The previous tech
niques do not address the problem of maintaining the quality of initial mapping after
reconfiguration. We investigate methodologies to develop reconfigurable mapping
strategies that maintain certain important qualities of the initial mapping.
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The main goal of research in software fault tolerance in distributed systems is to
identify software replaceable units of failure analogous to hardware replaceable units
which enable reconfiguration in case of failures or upgrades, without disrupting the
activities of programs in execution[ll]. Specific objectives of such research may be
stated as follows:
1

Develop system level capabilities to mask hardware failures so that application
program can continue to run without any interruption.

2

Study efficient methods to tolerate failures at the operating system level using
redundant program components which run on distinct hardware processor hosts
and maintain redundant information about the state of the program in execution.
In case of failures of a program component, the information in the surviving
processors should be sufficient to recover from the fault and continue program
execution.
Reconfiguration in distributed systems is a very difficult problem because of the

dynamic nature of the underlying network. The details of the related works may be
found in [2,12]. Local and global properties in networks of processors are formally
treated in [13]. Very little work is pursued, in the related areas of topology-update
problem in dynamic networks and may be found in [14,15,16,17]. In a distributed
system based on client-server model, servers that provide a single logical service
may be replicated on different nodes to make the system robust and by providing
token based protocols for maintaining consistency among replicated servers[18].

2.3 General Techniques for Software Fault Tolerance
Several fault-tolerant mechanisms have been proposed in research and many
commercial systems have been built in software. Since many of these systems
overlap the basic models of fault tolerance, we classify them into five categories:
State machine approach and replication, Nested atomic actions, Rollback and
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recovery, Functional programming, and Application specific tool development.
These generic models of software fault tolerance provide design guide lines to cope
with the operational failures in hardware or in supporting software. Most of these
models use lail-stop processor approach for designing fault tolerant systems in which
a processor is assumed to identify all failures and further that failures do not cause
any state transformations[19]. The fail-stop processor model is appealing since it
may be approximated by real hardware. Representative approaches in each of these
categories are described in the following sections.
2.3.1 State machine approach and replication
The seminal work of Lamport proposes a model of distributed programs where
in, a program is viewed as a state machine which receives input, carries out appropri
ate actions and maintains internal state, and generates output[20,21]. A reliable sys
tem may be constructed based on this model using replicated state machines that exe
cute in parallel. Such a model is proven to receive consistent input despite failures
even under Byzantine Generals Protocol[19].
a) N-version Programming
This software approach is based on the hardware mechanism for fault tolerance
called N-modular redundancy, in which a given component is replicated for a given
number of times, and a special voting circuit determines the correct answer based on
the voting of majority of the answers supplied by redundant components. A special
case is triple-modular redundancy which has the replication factor of three. This
approach is extended for software systems so that software generated solutions are
chosen based on a voting scheme in software. This technique, called N-version pro
gramming, is used extensively in systems including Software Implemented Fault
Tolerance, SIFT[22]. This scheme uses replicated execution of software modules
with intermediate synchronization points where the consistency of computations are
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voted upon using software techniques. This method does not require the Fail-stop
model, and can be used for software design faults as well.
b) Recovery Block Technique
This software technique uses different implementations of each task, where the
first implementation of a task is called primary module and other implementations
are called alternate modules. Each module uses an acceptance test to check if the
results of computations are acceptable. If primary block succeeds in this test, it con
tinues to the next task. If not, failure has occurred and thus alternate module is exe
cuted in turn till the acceptance tests succeed. This method makes use of the knowl
edge of the domain of computation and further details may be found in [23].
c) Active Backup Process
This method uses multiple concurrent execution of each process similar to In
version programming, but instead of voting, the first available solution is chosen as
the correct answer. Large-grain object support in CHORUS[24] uses this method
along with time-out for detecting invocation failures. Fault tolerant distributed file
service based on replicated processes is supported using a similar approach in[25],
using one-to-many and many-to-one communication between the processes for syn
chronization and communication of results.
2.3.2 Nested atomic actions
This approach ensures data resiliency in a quiescent environment by nested
atomic actions which provide indivisibility and recoverability [26]. Indivisibility
refers to non-overlapping execution of an activity. Recoverability refers to a guaran
tee that either all objects involved in an action remain in the initial state if the action
is committed or all of them reach final state if the actions are committed. Nested
actions may be implemented using the two-phase commit protocol derived from the
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atomic transaction concepts in database systems where in the write actions need
locks from remaining objects, resolving conflicts using a total order on writing pro
cesses. This general mechanism is extended for general purpose computations
instead of just read and write actions as in atomic transactions. Important variations
supports provided are nested atomic transactions in Guardians and Actions as in
ARGUS[27], Communicating Sequential Processes with and without voting[28,29],
and TABS/ CAMELOT[30] support for nested transaction scheme.
2.3.3 Rollback and recovery
In the fail-stop model, when an execution of a program is stopped because of a
fault, if the internal state of the failed process is available, the program may be
restarted on another working processor. Some facilities for rolling back the program
to the state that was in progress when a failure occurred. Routine that is needed to
complete the state transformation, called a recovery protocol, is also assumed to be
available. Since it is necessary to rollback to any intermediate state after a failure, it
is necessary to store the slate informations as checkpoints in stable storage [19].
a) Checkpointing
A checkpoint is the static record of the state of a process at some instance of
time. In the context of concurrent processes communicating with each other, state of
the process change after every communication. Thus, fault tolerance may be pro
vided by creating checkpoints and storing an inactive process on a separate proces
sor, and may be activated in cases of failure of the primary process. To avoid the
domino effect needing to restart from the beginning, check points must record all
communication with other processes[3].
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b) Message Logging
The effort to keep the state of checkpoints current is mitigated by reducing the
frequency of checkpointing and logging all messages between processes. Recorded
messages are used to update the last checkpoint. The idea of message logging is
used in many modern systems including ISIS[31,32], in which remote procedure call
invocations are kept in passive processes called cohorts.
c) Optimistic recovery
This technique allows asynchronous message logging together with its own
check pointing so that normal execution of a process does not have to synchronize
with any other, but in cases of failure the processes have to be rolled back using
checkpoints and logged messages. NIL project uses this technique[33].
d) Sender based message logging
This approach achieves low overhead for fault tolerance using the message log
in the senders process. In case of failure, the messages since the failures will be re
sent to the process after restoring the internal state using checkpoints. Frequency of
checkpointing may be tuned to achieve the time time taken for recovery[3].
2.3.4 Functional programming
All computations in functional programming are evaluated such that no side
effects are caused except the resulting return values. Hence this approach may be
used in fault tolerant distributed programming by re-invoking a failed process with
the same parameters as before. Since there is no state information that might have
been lost, this is an effective method. This method is not general since the functions
in many applications do yield a neat separation requiring access to outside data
which are not explicitly passed. The master-slave model designed for compute
intensive applications use purely functional robust sub-task execution[34].
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2.3.5 Application specific tool development
In order to achieve efficiency, these approaches do not try to provide general
purpose mechanisms for transparent use in any programs. Instead, knowledge about
the applications may be exploited to express the types of errors expected, and spe
cific corrective actions may be pre-programmed. The facilities for recovering from
faults and control are given to the application process. Such a power to the process,
though it removes transparency, enables the application program to decide the most
appropriate processor for program execution at run time. Exception handling in
ADA as well as process based systems in Fault Tolerant Concurrent C[35], use this
approach to provide selective redundancy in order to tolerate faults.
a) Process Migration
Transferring sufficient amount of a process’s state from one machine to other
for execution of a process is called process migration. This technique along with
checkpointing is used for fault tolerance in DEMOS/MP[36] and in LOCUS[37].
Preemptablc remote execution facilities are provided in V-System[34]. An excellent
survey of process migration support mechanisms and approaches may be found in
[38].
This approach provides programming facilities so that application programmer
or the system on its own, may provide selective fault tolerance. This approach needs
more effort on the part of the programmer to specify which part of application is crit
ical. However, the benefit is greater efficiency. This approach is taken to design
selective replication in Fault Tolerant Concurrent C[35], applications management in
ISIS[31]. A very interesting variation of the application directed approach where in
the processes are aware of the underlying network and its topology is pursued in
WORMS[39].
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Various approaches for software fault tolerance may use a mixture of these
basic models to obtain design diversity. In this research we focus on high perfor
mance algorithm development for application specific tools approach.
2.4. Concepts and Techniques for Distributed Programming
Distributed systems are characterized by message passing models and it is
assumed shared memory is absent. Hence, concurrent execution in the context of
distributed systems introduces a set of issues involving synchronization and commu
nication mechanisms. Algorithms on distributed systems use the concept of message
and hence the primitives are defined for sending and receiving messages. All dis
tributed systems achieve synchronization and communication for transferring data as
well as control using messages only.
Different nodes of a distributed system cooperate by exchanging local control
information. It is assumed that no single node has complete control information.
The order of computation and hence operational results become unpredictable during
the execution of distributed algorithms due to unpredictable delays in communica
tion. Event control and execution at different sites take place in a distributed fash
ion. Processing time is considered negligible while designing distributed algorithms
since the communication costs are far higher, and hence the number of messages
required to execute an algorithm is a measure of the efficiency of a distributed algo
rithm.
a) Diffusing Computation Model:
The distributed algorithms make use of techniques such as using messages for
acknowledgement, broadcasting results and local data to some selected neighbor
processors, etc., irrespective of the model being employed to solve a problem. Dijkstra and Scholten proposed this technique mainly for termination detection of a
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distributed process or mutual blocking of two or more processes. [40]. This principle
may be used to construct a spanning tree of the graph representing the network. The
w o t of the tree plays a different role compared to other nodes in the network since it
has to send the information to al other nodes and receives replies from others in the
following sequence:
i.

An outside initiator process sends a message to the root to start the spanning
tree of computation

ii.

The root sends a message to its neighbors

iii.

On receiving the message, each node propagates the message to its unvisited
neighbors and waits for a reply. Upon getting the reply, it sends a reply to its
parent. Note that if a node is a leaf, then it does not have any unvisited neigh
bors and thus it sends the reply to its parent immediately.

iv.

the root terminates the algorithm by sending a message to the initiator when it
receives replies from all its neighbors.

b) Algorithmic Complexity
A small number of messages lead to less traffic in a distributed network, and
hence the overall delay may be reduced. In a distributed algorithm, it is desirable to
use as few messages as possible to achieve the desired goal at the end of the compu
tation. Efficiency of a distributed algorithms is measured by the total number of
messages exchanged during the execution of the algorithm.
c) Computing global states:
The absence of a system-wide clock inhibits any node having the global knowl
edge of a distributed system. However, there are occasions when an algorithm has to
be devised to compute the global state of a distributed system. Technique for com
puting global states has many applications in distributed computing to detect the
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invariant properties in the system, depending upon the application. Since the system
states keep changing, it is only possible to take snapshot of the system and compute
the invariants such as, "the total number of tokens in the system is n" or "the system
is deadlocked" is an invariant property[41].
d. Agreement and Commitment:
The problem of designing a protocol by which all processors agree upon a value
is called establishing agreement in a distributed system. This value may be a data, or
the results of a computation. The agreement problem is fairly simple when the pro
cessors do not fail. However, in presence of faulty processors, there is ambiguity
about the integrity of the data that is sent from it. In such an environment, the agree
ment problem may be solved using protocols in which a known value at a desig
nated processor, called the transmitter is sent to other processors so that:
1

At the termination, all non-faulty processors agree on some value.

2

If the transmitter a is non-faulty, then all non-faulty processors use its value as
the one they agree upon.
There are a number of variants of the problem, depending on whether processor

failures are detectable, whether processor speeds are bounded, and whether messages
can be authenticated. Broadcast protocols describe how a message being broadcast
is disseminated to the non-faulty processors in the network. Byzantine agreement
deals with the agreement problem when no assertion can be made about the behavior
of faulty processors. Several protocols have been devised and reported in literature
on these topics [19].
In a distributed system, it is necessary to coordinate a set of actions at different
processors so that the whole set of actions occur or none do. For example, when a
database is replicated at different processors, it is necessary to see that all copies of
the database remain consistent. If one copy is changed, it must be reflected in all or
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none. A commit protocol is an agreement protocol in which the value agreed upon
is computed by applying a decision function to the values corresponding to the participanting nodes[27].
e) Elections
Election technique is used by a set of processes to choose one outcome from
many possible candidates, any of which is acceptable. The decisions could be to
choose a coordinator, referred to as ’break symmetry’, in the system, or to resolve a
conflict of two or more contending processes regarding succeeding actions being
attempted.
Elections are very important in distributed systems. Depending upon several
topological configurations for the system, the assumptions regarding the reliabilities
of the nodes as well as links, there are a variety of variations of models for elections,
such as weighted voting, random selection, etc. An extensive treatment on election
algorithms could be found in [42].

CHAPTER3

SOFTWARE RECONFIGURATION

"Would you tell me, which way I ought to go from here" Alice said
"That depends a good deal on where you want to get to", said the Cat
"I don’t know w here...", said Alice
"Then it does not matter which way you go", said the Cat.
-- From Lewis Carrol's Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland

3.1 Overview
In recent years we have witnessed a tremendous surge in the availability of very
fast and inexpensive hardware. These are made possible partly by novel architectural
features such as pipelining, vector processing etc., and partly by using novel inter
connections between processors and memories such as Hypercubes, Orthogonal Tree
Networks and others. As the complexity of these networks increased, reliability and
thus the ability to reconfigure the system in case of faults became more important.
Further, increased computational power has also made it possible to attempt those
problems which were impractical to solve until recently. Recovery of such computa
tionally intensive applications from hardware failures and their ability to continue
computation without a need to start all over has become feasible due to the recent
advances in operating system support for check pointing and process migration.
However, such a given problem can be solved more efficiently if an intelligent map
ping of the structure of computation into the network of processors may be obtained
before and after fault recovery.
The approaches taken to provide fault tolerance in interconnection networks fall
into the following three categories : architecture-based, algorithm-based and recon
figuration-based. The motivation to develop schemes based on the first approach is
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that the computational graph structure is fixed and hosts may be built in a such a way
that, in case of faults, it can maintain the topology of the computational graph. Spare
nodes and edges may be added to the basic host architecture. The resultant architec
ture will facilitate fault recovery by providing subgraphs isomorphic to the original
graph [1 In algorithm-based techniques, on the other hand, the underlying graph
structure is made robust using redundant paths without altering the architecture of
the hosl[2,3]. In reconfiguration schemes, there are two stages: fault detection and
relocation of faulty nodes to free nodes. These schemes provide intelligent mapping
of the computational graph into the interconnection network so that reconfiguration
becomes easy. There is a growing need for designing reconfiguration algorithms for
commonly used interconnection networks such as hypercubes. Chen, et.al., [4] have
provided efficient reconfiguration algorithms for grids into hypercubes which enables
the system to recover from a single failure in one-step by locating a free node in the
hypercube. Recently, a distributed algorithm for embedding rings into faulty hyper
cube using only local knowledge of the faults is presented [5]. Time taken by the
system to reconfigure itself after the detection of faults is the primary concern of
these algorithms. Apart from this, reconfiguration in faulty hypercubes has been
approached by simulating the faulty nodes by nodes within constant distance [6].
Reconfiguration parameters in these algorithms depend on the probability of failure
since more node failure loads the simulating nodes more.
Parallel architectures based on binary hypercube topology have gained
widespread acceptance in parallel computing [7]. It is known that embedding trees
into hypercubes is NP-complete. [8]. Embedding trees have been studied by many
researchers [9,10,11,12,13,14,15]. Some researchers have approached this problem
as graph isomorphism [16] , where as some others have made use of quadratic
assignment [17]. Throughout our discussion, the terms mapping and embedding
mean the same, and are used interchangeably. Often, the mapping is guided by
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application dependent constraints such as minimization of the communication over
head. Lee and Aggarwal [18] have given assignment optimization procedures for
mapping schemes using various objective functions.
Quadtrees have received a lot of attention in recent years as an efficient data
structure for a variety of image processing applications. In the quadtree representa
tion of an image, the root represents an entire square field, and each node has either
four children, each representing a quadrant of its parent, or is a leaf representing a
quadrant. Klinger and Dyer [19] provide a good bibliography of the history of
quadtrees. The reader is referred to the comprehensive paper on quadtrees by Samet
[20]. Jones and Iyengar [21] have studied efficient ways of storing quadtrees. The
issues in the related works are the representations of different features of images,
space efficient quadtrees [22,21,23] , and developing time efficient algorithms to per
form some common operations on images [24,25,26]. Realizing the importance of
quadtrees, we use it as an underlying data structure to illustrate our technique of
reconfigurable embedding. The method described is not restricted to one set of data
structures but can be extended to many others also.
The previous techniques do not address the problem of maintaining the quality
of initial mapping after reconfiguration since they allow degraded performance. In
this chapter, we investigate methodologies to develop reconfigurable mapping strate
gies that maintain certain important qualities of the initial mapping. As an example,
we provide an embedding of a complete quadtree into a hypercube which can be
reconfigured for any instance of homogeneous faults. The characteristic feature of
our technique is that the dilation in the reconfigured system is a constant. Further,
performance is not degraded at run-time and the overhead of reconfiguration is only
a one-time cost.
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The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In section 3.2 we
describe the problem statement and discuss the issues related to reconfiguration. We
introduce preliminaries and basic notations used in our technique in section 3.3. We
provide a new embedding of quadtree onto hypercubes in section 3.4. and provide
the characterization of free node distribution. We provide a process of specific
reconfiguration in section 3.5. Reconfiguring faults in complete quadtree embedding
into hypercube in the case of general faults is discussed in section 3.6. We summa
rize the results and discuss the scope for future research in this area in section 3.7

3.2 Problem Statement
It is well known that many computational problems may be solved efficiently
on interconnection networks by providing intelligent mapping of the structure of the
computation onto the network of processors. The software reliability of application
programs running on these networks is of great importance in faulty environments.
Hence it is necessary to reconfigure the embedding in case of faults, so that the com
putation may be continued. The purpose of reconfiguration is two fold: (a) keep the
network operational, and (b) maintain the same quality. Even though many
researchers have addressed the operational aspect of reconfiguration, all of these
approaches result in degraded performance at run-time either due to increased dila
tion or due to overloading of some nodes.
It is important to characterize the quality aspect of reconfiguration. We investi
gate the existence of reconfiguration algorithms that satisfy both of the above
demands using process migration and maintaining the dilation of the initial embed
ding after reconfiguration. Note that an arbitrary assignment of a process at a faulty
node to a free node in a hypercube, may result in a maximum dilation of 0(log n). A
reconfigurable embedding technique should maintain a constant dilation while toler
ating faults up to the total number of free nodes.
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Figure 3.1 Embedding CQT(l) into H(8)
Consider an embedding of a complete quad tree into a nearest hypercube. In
case of faults in the leaves, the smallest constant of dilation that is obtained by
assigning the processes at the faulty nodes to thofree nodes is 3. This can be verified
by considering the smallest complete quadtree (of height 1) and its nearest hypercube
(of dimension 3), a cube. A CQT(l) is shown in figure 3.1(a). A 2-dilation embed
ding of CQ7’(l) into H(8) is given in figure 3.1(b). Note that one of the free nodes is at
a distance of 3 from the node to which the root of the tree is assigned. Figure 3.1(c)
depicts an alternate embedding with dilation 3. This motivates us to investigate the
existence of reconfigurable embedding algorithms that maintains a dilation of 3 in an
optimal expansion hypercube for a complete quadtree of arbitrarily large height.

3.3 Notations and Preliminaries
We introduce notations and definitions used to describe the quadtree, the hyper
cube, and their associated terms. We use the terms nodes/processors and links for
the hypercube and vertices/processes and edges for the quadtree.
3.3.1 Terminologies for a complete quadtree
We denote a Complete Quadtree of height h, as CQT(h). The root of CQTQi) is at
level 0, and the leaves are at level //. The number of vertices at level i is 4‘. We now
introduce some terminologies pertaining to CQT(li). The number of leaves, / is given
by, I = 4h. The total number of vertices at level h - l (i.e., the parents of leaves)
denoted by, p, is given as: p = 4,,_1. The total number of vertices in CQT(h) denoted
,
• •
4,l+1 - 1
by, in, is given as: m = — -— .
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We perform a breadth-first-search on CQT(h) and assign to each vertex, its BFSNumber, called DFSN. For example, the DFSN of root is 1, its children are 2,3,4 and 5,
and so on. We refer to every vertex by its DFSN.
3.3.2 Terminologies for a binary hypercube
We denote a hypercube with n nodes, as //(«). We represent every node in H(n)
by a unique binary number (/c-bit address) bk , bk_x ■■■,b x, where k is the dimension of
HQi). Note that a node is adjacent to k nodes in H(n). Also two nodes in H(n) are

adjacent when their addresses differ in exactly one of k bits.
H(8) is called a cube. The addresses of the eight nodes in a cube have identical
bits in their A:- 3 most significant bit(m.s.b.) position. We call the binary number
formed by taking these k - 3 bits as the address of the cube. All cubes that have even
number of identical m.s.b.’s are said to be in a quadrant, and these m.s.b.’s are
referred to as quadrant bits. Further, every quadrant is recursively divided into four
sub-quadrants by making use of the permutations of higher 2 least significant bits
(l.s.b.’s) following the quadrant bits until no such division is possible. We now
define a similar cube and a square.
*

Two cubes are said to be similar, if the bits in their addresses are identical,
except two successive bits starting at the same odd bit position. Note that these
two differing bits will identify a quadrant or a sub-quadrant. For example, let
the addresses of cubel and cube2 be 01 01 00 00 01 and 01 11 00 00 01. These two
cubes are similar and both of them belong to quadrant 01.

*

For any cube in a quadrant or sub-quadrant, there are three more similar cubes.
In each of these cubes, all the eight nodes are identified using three l.s.b.’s. The
nodes having three identical l.s.b.s in these four cubes are said be similar nodes.
A square is formed among similar nodes.
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Following are the conventions followed in the rest of chapter regarding the fig
ures involving hypercubes. The addresses of the nodes in a cube are given in rectan
gular boxes. The address of the cube itself is denoted as the quadrant bits. For
example, //(32) is divided into four quadrants each having a cube. The quadrant
numbers are 00, 01, 11, 10 and are marked in their appropriate quadrants. For the
sake of clarity, the interconnections of only certain nodes are shown. The circles
represent the nodes (processors) of a hypercube. The actual address of any node in
the diagram is obtained by concatenating the quadrant bits as the prefix to the
address shown in the rectangular box. Again, the circles with numbers in them
(numbers correspond to a vertex in the quadtree) are used in the embedding process,
while the shaded circles denote free nodes or faulty nodes.
We define the number of faults at an internal node,/< as the sum of the faults in
the subtree rooted at u. We refer to the sequence of the number of faults at the nodes
in the order of increasing BFSN at level h - l as the fault sequence,FTS, while that of
free nodes as the free node sequence, FNS. Further, we refer to the sequence of the
number of faults at the nodes at a level of the tree as the faults a t the level o f the
tree.

3.3.3 Embedding terminologies
The embedding function / maps each node in the guest graph g = (Vg , Eg) into
a unique node in the host graph H = (Vu , Eu ). VG and VH denote the node sets of the
guest graph and the host graph respectively, and Ea and EH the edge sets. Let vx and
v2 be nodes in G. Since the embedding is a 1-1 mapping of VG onto VH, let /(v ,) and
/(v 2) be the nodes in H that are images of vj and v2 respectively. In the following we

define distance, dilation, and expansion.
*

Let the distance, r/(v; , y,) between v; and v;- be defined as the number of edges in
the shortest path connecting v; and v,- in either G or H.
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The dilation df is defined as
df = max
1

d (/(v i), /(v2))
-------- -—
d(v! , v2)

—

L —

The expansion ef is defined as

'

I Vo I

Our embedding algorithm builds an array, B[\..ni\, where B[i] contains the
address of a unique node in //(«) for the vertex of CQT(h) whose BFSN is i. We now
state a simple lemma that is useful for the following discussions.
Lem m a 3.1: The height of CQT(h) and the dimension, k of H(n) are related as:
k = 2h + 1.
Proof: We prove by induction on /?.
Basis: The claim is true for /; = l. We need a cube (k = 3) to embed CQT{ 1).
Hypothesis: Let the claim be true for CQT(h-l). Assume that we need a hypercube of

dimension k \ Then we have k' = 2(h - 1) + l

(i)

Step: Now consider embedding CQT(h) into a hypercube of dimension k. CQT(h) is

obtained by taking 4 copies of C Q T{h- 1) and having a new root that is connected to
all the 4 roots of CQT(h - l)’s. Hence the number of nodes in the hypercube to embed
CQT(h) is 4 times that is used to embed CQT(h - 1). That is, k = k' + 2

(ii)

From (i) and (ii) we get k = 2h + l, and hence the proof.□
We now state a corollary which follows from lemma 3.1.
Corollary 3.1: The number of cubes, p, is equal to one-fourth of

Z(thenumber of

leaves).

3.3.4 Fault model
In this section we state the model used for fault tolerance. We explain the
assumptions regarding faults, during the execution of our reconfiguration algorithms.
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1

We assume that expansion of the embedding of G into H is optimal, i.e., expan
sion < 2, and the number of nodes in H is greater than the number of vertices in
G. This implies that some nodes in H are unused and we refer to those nodes as
free nodes, FN. Hence the number of free nodes is greater than 0, and is given

by FN = \ H \ - \ G \ .
2

Maximum number of faults tolerated is equal to the number of available free
nodes after the initial embedding. The set of faulty nodes in H is denoted as FT.

Hence it implies that I FT I < I FN I.
3

Reconfiguration is the assignment of the processes at the faulty nodes to unique
free nodes. Hence the process migration is implied from a faulty node to a
newly assigned free node.

4

The host graph, H remains connected after the faults, i.e., H - FT is connected.
This implies that there exists at least one fault-free path from every node in H to
any other non-faulty node.

5

We assume that reliable fault diagnosis mechanisms are available.

6

Reconfiguration is carried out after the faults are detected.

7

Any node that detects a fault may initiate the reconfiguration algorithm.

8

We also assume that the links are fault-free.
In order to keep discussions simple in the rest of the chapter, with respect to the

assumption 3 regarding reconfiguration, we refer to the assignment of a process at
any faulty node to a free node as simply assigning faulty node to a free node. Thus,
the assignment of a faulty node implies the assignment of the process at the faulty
node.
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3.4 A New Embedding of Quadtree into Hypercube
We give an algorithm to obtain a dilation 2 embedding which has the unique
characteristics of free node distribution that will help reconfiguring faults.
The embedding algorithm works in a top-down fashion on the quadtree. In the
beginning, the root vertex is assigned to a node in the hypercube and further, its chil
dren are assigned to unique nodes such that dilation requirement is satisfied. In order
to provide a unique assignment, the bit address which is used for assignment once is
never used again for the embedding. After embedding successfully all the internal
vertices at any level of the CQT(h), the vertices in the next level are considered for
assignment in their BFSN order. Bit address for any internal node is assigned by con
sidering their level in the quad tree and the index in the level. The main idea of the
algorithm is to assign at each step a unique address such that the assignments for all
the nodes of the quad tree maintain a 2-dilation.

fTo^

00

IATI

Figure 3.2 Illustration of 2-dilation Initial Embedding

For illustration purpose, consider the embedding of CQT(2) into 7/(32) given in
figure 4.4.1.1. As a first step, the root (i.e. the vertex 1) is assigned to the node in the
quadrant, 00 at address 00000. Note that the root of the quadtree is at level 0. As we
explained in the previous section, the vertex (2) is placed in the quadrant 00, where
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its parent is placed at address 00001, while (3),(4) and (5) are placed at quadrants
11,10 and 01 at addresses 11000,10000 and 01000 respectively. Finally, the children of
these subroots are assigned to unique nodes in the same quadrant of their respective
parents. It may be easily verified that the fault sequence given in figure 4.4.0 may be
reconfigured with dilation 2 in the embedding we have provided above.
Theorem 3.1: A complete quadtree of height h, CQT(h) may be embedded into its
nearest hypercube, H(n) with at most dilation 2.
Proof: Our embedding function, /,,, builds an array, B[l..m], where J3[i] contains the
address of a unique node in H(n) for the vertex of CQT(h) whose BFSN is /, and m
refers to the total number of vertices in CQT(h). Formally, /,, is defined as follows:

f n : i -> B[/J
where
B[i] = bkbk-1 ■■■bl
h is the height of CQT(h);
i is the BFSN of any vertex in CQTihy,
k = login) is the dimension of H(n).
We obtain /,, by a recursive construction on h and prove the theorem by induc
tion on the height of CQT(h).
Basis: The basis of induction is given for h= l. The nearest hypercube needed to
embed CQT(i) is H(8) as given by lemma 2.3.1. The binary representation of any
node in Hi8) will have 3-bit address, say b2,b2,by. We give a 2-dilation constructive
embedding of CQlW) into Hi8) as follows:
Let the root of CQTii) be assigned to the node with address 000 in Hi8), i.e,
b2 = b2 = bi= 0. The four children of the root of CQTil) have to be assigned to nodes
with unique addresses which is different from that of the root. This is achieved by
using the permutations of the bits b2 and b2 and assigning a 1 for bi when both b3 and
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b2 are complements of the corresponding bits of the root, while assigning a 0 for bv
otherwise. Note that such an assignment is unique and maintains a dilation of 2.
More specifically, the four permutations of the bits b2 and b2 are: 00, 01, 11, 10. The
permutation in which both the bits are complements of that of root is 11. Hence the
b{ will be a 0 for the child with b2 b2= 11, and the bl will be a 1 for all other children.
For h = l the actual embedding of CQT(l) into H(8) is given in figure 4.4.1.2

[ooi
'HO
onl
(a) CQT(1)

(b) H(8) cube
Figure 3.3 Embedding of CQ T(l)

The array, n obtained using the function /,,: i -> B[i] is given below for h = 1 :
B[l] = 0 00; B[2\ =

001;

fl[3] =

011;

£[4] = 1 1 0 ; B[5] = 1 0 1 ;

The Theorem 3.1 clearly holds good for our basis.
Hypothesis: For any height if < h, a CQT(h') can be embedded into a hypercube H(n')
with dilation 2, where «' is the number of nodes in the nearest hypercube needed to
embed CQT(b'). Note that the number of bits needed to address any node in H(n') is
k' = 2h'+ l from lemma 2.3.1 and k' = login').

Induction Step: We shall prove that CQT(h) can be embedded into H(n) with dilation
2 by obtaining /,, defined before. Assume that there exists an embedding function f hwhich satisfies the induction hypothesis. Let h' = h - 1. We make the following
observations needed to prove the theorem.
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Observation 3.4.1: The CQT(h) can be obtained from CQT(h - 1) by adding four chil

dren to each of the leaves in CQT(h - 1). In other words, all the newly added nodes
become the leaves of CQT(h).
Observation 3.4.2: From Lemma 3.1, the height of a CQTQi), and the dimension, k of
the hypercube H(n) are related as h = 2k + 1. Since k = log(n) refers to the number of
bits in the binary representation of the nodes of the hypercube, k = k' + 2 where k' is
the dimension of the nearest hypercube needed to embed CQT{h - 1).
We provide the embedding function, f h for the vertices of CQT(h) in two steps as
follows:
Step 1: Embed internal vertices o f CQT(h)
Let v, be an internal vertex in CQT(li). Let v;<be the vertex in CQT(h - 1) with the same
BFSN as that of v,. Let X' be the binary representation of the node assigned for v;<
using

We obtain the binary representation, x of v, by concatenating X' with two

0’s, i.e. A' = X' 00. Formally, /,, for all the internal vertices of CQT(li) may be given as:
/;,: i —» B[i]

where
B[i] = CONCAT(B’[i] , 00);

CONCAT is a concatenation function;
£'[/] is obtained using f h-\ as

/,,_ j

: i -> B'[i].

Claim 3.4.1: Step 1 embeds all the internal vertices of CQT(h) into unique nodes in
H(n) and maintains a dilation of 2.
Proof: Since the array B generated by f h has a 1-1 correspondence with the addresses
of the nodes in "H(n), it is sufficient to prove that the elements in B are distinct. From
the hypothesis it follows that the elements in B' are distinct and the embedding has a
dilation of 2. Since B[i\ is obtained by concatenating B'[i] with 00, every element in B
is distinct and maintains the dilation 2. Hence the claim.n

Step 2: Embed leaves ofCQT(li)
Consider a set of four leaves in CQT(h) which have a common parent. Let p be
the BFSN of the parent, and let CH[i], V/ =1,4 refer to these four leaves ordered by
their BFSN’s. We obtain D'lp] using //,_i. We obtain the node assignments for the
children depending on whether the l.s.b of B'[p] is a 0 or a 1.
Case I: l.s.b o f B'[p] is a 0
The f h for these four leaves may be given as:
f h : BFSN; -> B[BFSNil V t = 1,4
where
BFSNj is the BFSN of the CH[i];
B[BFSNi] = CONCAT(EXPLOD(B'[p], 1),001);
BIBFSN2] = CONCAT(EXPLOD(B'[pl 1),011);
B[BFSNi] = CONCAT(EXPLOD(B'[p], 1), 110);
B[BFSN4] = CONCAT(EXPLOD(B'[pl 1), 101);

CONCAT is a concatenation function;
EXPLOD(S,i) is a function which takes two arguments, an array, S, and an
index, i < 151, and returns a new array of size 151 - i in which all the i l.s.b’s
of 5 are removed.
Case II: l.s.b o f B'[p] is a 1
The f h for these four leaves may be given as:
f h : BFSNi -4 B[BFSNt], V t = 1,4
where
BFSNi is the BFSN of the CH[i]\
B[BFSN\\ = CONCAT(EXPLOD(B'[p], 1),001);
B[BFSN2] = CONCAT(EXPLOD(B'[pl 1),010);
B[BFSN3] = CONCAT(EXPLOD(B'[p], 1), 111);
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B[BFSN4] = CONCAT(EXPLOD(B'[pl 1), 101);

CONCAT is a concatenation function;
EXPLOD(S,i) is a function which takes two arguments, an array, S, and an
index, / < 151, and returns a new array of size 151 - i in which all the i l.s.b’s
of 5 are removed.
The procedure given for a set of four leaves may be repeated for every other set
of four leaves.
Claim 3.4.2: Step 2 embeds all the leaves of CQT(h) into unique nodes in //(«) and
maintains a dilation of 2.
Proof: Since the array B generated by f u in step 2 has a 1-1 correspondence with the

addresses of the nodes in

H( n) ,

it is sufficient to prove that the elements in

B

are dis

tinct. From the hypothesis it follows that the elements in B' are distinct and the
embedding has a dilation of 2. Consider any set of four leaves as mentioned above.
The addresses of these four leaves will be different in their (k - 3) m.s.b’s, from those
of leaves in the other sets since the address of the parents of the latter would be dif
ferent in B'. The addresses of these four leaves are obviously different in their three
l.s.b’s. Hence every element in B is distinct.
Since the parent,
l.s.b’s of

B[p]

p

of these four leaves is an internal vertex in

CQT(H),

can be either 000 or 100, which are considered in Case I and Case n

respectively. In both cases it may be verified that the addresses
B[BFSNj],

the three

B[p]

and

V / = 1,4 differ in at most two bit positions. Hence step 2 maintains a dila

tion of 2. Hence the claim.n
From Claim 3.4.1 and Claim 3.4.2 the proof of Theorem 3.1 follows.n
Corollary 3.2: Consider embedding CQT(li) into H(n) using theorem 3.1. Let any ver
tex, h, at the level (// —l) in the CQT(h) be assigned to the node, v in H(n). There exists
at least one node in

H(n)

which is adjacent to v and not used in the embedding.
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Proof: Note that u is an internal vertex. Let X be the binary address of v. From the

Step 1 given in the proof of theorem 4.4.1, it follows that the three l.s.b’s of X are
either 000 or 100. These three bits are used to assign the children of u. Let x = yooo
or X = K100 where Y is a binary vector of size k -

3.

If X = yooo the nodes with binary

addresses yoio and n o o are adjacent to X and are not used in the embedding. On the
other hand, if x = yioo the node with binary address yilO is adjacent to X and is not
used in the embedding. Hence the corollary.n
Consider embedding CQT(h) into H(n) using theorem 3.1. Let k be the dimen
sion of H(n), i.e, every node in H(n) has a unique fc-bit binary address. We define a
cube as a set of eight nodes in H(n) which have (k -

address. We refer to these (k -

3)

3)

identical m.s.b’s in their binary

m.s.b’s as the address of the cube.

C orollary 3.3 The theorem 3.1 embeds a CQT(h) into H(n) such that in every cube of
H(n), only one node is used to map a vertex at level ( f t - 1) of CQT(h).
Proof: Let » be a vertex at level (ft - 1) of CQT(ii), and X be the binary address of the

node, v = /(/<) in //(«). From the Step 1 given in the proof of theorem 3.1, it follows
that the three l.s.b’s of X are either 000 or 100. Since only one of these bit addresses is
used for mapping u and all other nodes in the cube are either used to map the chil
dren of u or are free nodes, the proof follows.n
Corollary 3.4: The number of free nodes in any cube of //(«) after the embedding is
either two or three.
Proof: Let Y be the address of any cube in //(«). A node, v with address either LOOO

or yioo, is used for the assignment of an internal vertex, u in CQTQi). If the address of
v is yooo then the nodes with addresses yoio, yiOO, and y111 are free nodes. Hence
the cube has three free nodes. On the other hand, if the address is yiOO then the
nodes with addresses yoil and y 110 are free nodes. Note that yOOO is either used in
the embedding or is a free node. Hence the corollary.n
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3.4.1 C haracterization of free node distribution
Initial embedding should have features that makes the reconfiguration simple
for all instances of the homogeneous faults. Though the fault instances differ from
one to other, the even distribution imposes some common characteristics among the
variabilities of the number of faults in successive levels of the tree. Our aim is to
provide an embedding which obtains a free node distribution which is close to the
homogeneous fault distribution on the average. The embedding should enable recon
figuration for any fault sequence with minimal changes to the initial embedding. The
embedding algorithms available in the literature such as [27] do not meet the above
requirements. The following subsections analyze the properties our embedding algo
rithms which may be used for reconfiguring faults.
The generalization of free node distribution is characterized in the following
two lemmas. Note that the number of free nodes at the root of the tree is of the form
4x - 1, for some integer x. If the numbers in the fault distribution at any level con

sists of two different numbers with a difference of 1 between them, we show that the
larger of the two is always of the form 4X-1.
Lem m a 3.2: The number of free nodes at the root of the CQT(h) will be an integer of
the form (4X - l), where X is recursively defined as an integer of the form (4y - l) for
all Y > 3.
Proof: The maximum number of free nodes, F, is equal to the number of free nodes
in H(n) after the initial embedding. We determine F, the difference between the num
ber of nodes in H(n) and the number of vertices in CQT(h), as follows.
F = n - m;
2
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(since CQT(h) may be obtained from 4 copies of C Q T(h-l) with the
addition of a new root)
_

'■ slh

f 4h - 1
V 3

+ 1

-

1;

(from Lemma 2.3.1, k = 2h+ l)
4;‘ - 1
2 4;‘ - 41 ——- I-1;
3
=4

4;' + 2 "

4h + 2
1; which is of the form F = 4X - l, where X = —-— .

By similar derivation it may be shown that X = 4Y

4*1-1 + 2
where Y = — -— .
6

Further, we show that X is an integer as follows.
4 /1

p

Claim 3.4.2.1 : X = —— 1 is an integer.
6

Proof: We prove the claim by induction on h.
Basis: When h = l, X = l and clearly the claim holds good.
Hypothesis: Assume that the claim holds good for all integers less than h.
4,'~1 + 2
Induction Step: Let y = — -— , and from the hypothesis y is an integer. Note that the

terms in the above expression for y may be rearranged as 4,'~1 = 6 y - 2.
4h + 2
We prove that X = —-— is an integer as follows.
6

x=

Ah + ?

6

4 4/,_l + 2
6
4 (6y - 2) + 2
6

( substituting the terms for 4'1"1)
= (4y - l), which is an integer.
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Hence the claim 3.4.2.1. It may be seen that for all X - 4 Y - l which is greater than
or equal to 3, Y will be an integer. Hence the Lemma 4.2.n
Definition 3.1: If the number of free nodes at any non-terminal vertex in CQTQi) is of
the form (4X - l) the free nodes may be homogeneously distributed among its chil
dren as the permutations of four integers X - 1, X, X, and X.
Definition 3.2: If the number of free nodes at any non-terminal vertex in CQT(h) is of
the form (4X - 2) the free nodes may be homogeneously distributed among its chil
dren as the permutations of four integers X - 1, X - 1, X, and X.
Note that in both of the resulting free nodes distributions among the children,
the difference in the number of free nodes between any two children is at most 1.
Lem m a 3.3: The number of free nodes at any non-terminal node of the CQT(h) will
be an integer of the form (4X - l) or (4X - 2), where X is recursively defined as an
integer of the form (4K - 1) for all Y > 3.
Proof: We prove the lemma by induction on the level, I of the non-terminal node.
Basis: For 1= 0 the non-terminal vertex is the root itself, and the number of free
nodes at the root is of the form (4X - l) from the lemma 3.2. Hence the basis is true.
Hypothesis: Assume that the number of free nodes at all non-terminal nodes at level
less than / is of the form (4X - 1) or (4X - 2) where X is recursively defined as an inte
ger of the form (4Y - l) for all Y > 3. Note that the number of free nodes at the root is
of the form (4X - 1) (from the basis), which may be distributed using definition
3.4.2.1, among its children as a permutation of X - 1, X, X, and X Further, number of
free nodes at the child with X - 1 free nodes, will be of the form (4Y - 2) since X may
be written as (4/ - l) for some integer Y. Also note that the number of free nodes of
the form (4Y - 2) may be distributed as given in definition 3.4.2.2.
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Induction Step: Consider a non-terminal vertex, w, at level I in CQT(h). Let v at level
(/ - 1) be its parent. From the hypothesis the number of free nodes at v may be of the
form (AX - l) or (4X - 2).
Case I: The number of free nodes at v is of the form (4X - l).
The number of free nodes at u may be either X - 1 or X as can be obtained from
the fault distribution using definition 3.4.2.1. Since X is of the form (4Y - l), the num
ber of free nodes would be of the form (4y - 2) or (4y - 1) respectively.
Case II: The number of free nodes at v is of the form (AX ~ 2).
The number of free nodes at u may be either X - l or X as can be obtained from
the fault distribution using definition 3.4.2.2. Since X is of the form (4y - l), the num
ber of free nodes would be of the form of (4y - 2) or (4y - l) respectively. Hence the
proof.D
3.4.2 Homogeneous faults in quadtrees
In many of the computational models based on tree structures, (such as binary
trees and quad trees) the processors at the leaves perform the actual computation
while the processors at the internal nodes of the tree do minimal computation such as
merging and communication between processors. Hence any failure of the processors
at the leaves is critical since these failures could become major bottleneck for the
whole computation. The focus of our present research is to develop reconfiguration
algorithms that consider the faults at the leaves of the tree.
3.4.3 Characterization of homogeneous faults
We assume that the failure at any leaf is equally likely. We refer to a fault dis
tribution as an even distribution if the number of faults at any internal vertex is dis
tributed among its four children such that the difference between the faults for any
two children is at most 1. We identify a class of faults, called homogeneous faults in
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which the faults occur only at the leaves of CQT(h) such that the total number of
faults at any level of the tree adds up to an even distribution. The number of faults
for any vertex at level (h - 1) is the number of children(leaves) of the vertex which
are faulty. The number of faults for any vertex at level / < (h - 1) is the sum of the
number of faults for its four children. Thus the total number of faults would be maxi
mum for the root of CQT(h) at level 0, and it would at most be equal to the number of
free nodes in H(n).
Based on the description of the homogeneous fault distribution and the nature
of the number of free nodes available in H(n) after embedding a CQT(h), we make the
following observations:
1.

The number of free nodes is the difference between the number of vertices in
CQT(h) and the number of nodes in the nearest hypercube, H(n). Homogeneous

fault distribution is the collection of all possible fault sequences satisfying the
properties of even distribution of faults among the children of any internal
node. It may be noted that the numbers in a valid homogeneous fault sequence
may be ordered in more than one way such that the resulting sequence will still
be a valid homogeneous sequence. Hence it is not trivial to provide an initial
embedding such that reconfiguration may be provided for any fault sequence.
2

It is counter-intuitive that a constant dilation transformation of FTS to FNS exists
especially when FTS and FNS are not identical. In order to obtain a conflict free
reassignment for any faulty node to a free node with a 3-dilation, the free nodes
should be distributed in such a way that the difference between FTS and FTN
may be reconfigured in case of all instances of homogeneous faults.
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After the embedding, the number of faults at the root of the CQT(h) distributed
homogeneously among the quadrants of the four children recursively. The total
number of free nodes and hence that of faults in case of the embedding CQT(h) into
H(n) is of the form 4X - l as given by Lemma 3.2. In homogeneous fault distribution

allows a fair and equitable distribution of faults at any internal node such that the
difference between the faults in any two of its children would be at the most 1. How
ever, the feasible distribution of a given number of faults of the form of 4X - 1 might
allocate X - l faults to any of the child while X faults would be allocated to each of
the other three children. By allowing the flexibility of choosing the index of the
child to which X - l faults would be allocated at random at each stage of recursive
distribution and still maintain the condition of homogeneity could clearly give rise to
more than one fault sequence. Hence an instance of homogeneous faults, FT can be
any one of the feasible sequence front the homogeneous distribution.
Theorem 3.1 states that the distribution of free nodes in H(n) after embedding
CQT(h) follows a homogeneous sequence. If the fault sequence,FT, is identical to the

free-node sequence, the reconfiguration involves reassigning free nodes in the same
quadrant as those of the faulty nodes. However, if a valid homogeneous fault
sequence FTS which is not identical to FNS occurs, it is necessary to redistribute the
free nodes to satisfy the reconfiguration requirements. Such a redistribution will
locate the quadrants in which free nodes exceed th number of faults, and find a
migration path to meet the dilation requirement for each of the fault recovered.
Reconfiguration scheme uses the process migration and local faults. We show
that our algorithm creates minimum number of migrations equal to number of faults.
It also maintains an optimal dilation of 3. Hence our algorithm is optimal with
respect to both migration and communication cost.
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3.4.4 Reconfiguration process
The algorithm to reconfigure the embedding is executed by any node in the
hypercube acting as a controller after the faults are detected. It is a recursive algo
rithm called at each level of the quad tree. There are three steps in reconfiguration
process- determine the free node sequence, determine the fault node sequence, and
reconfigure. In order to establish the concept of reconfiguration, we provide a
schematic diagram of the reconfiguration process in figure 3.4.

FN[i] < FTIIJ

(h-i)
fin d
fau lty
cubs

faul ty c u b e

update
fau lts
value

m i g r a ti o n of f au lt y n o d e

similar c u b e

Figure 3.4 Schematic Diagram of Reconfiguration Process

3.4.4.1 When FT is identical to FN
Since /T is identical to FN, the fault sequence at the level h - 1 is identical to the
free node distribution at the individual cubes. The reconfiguration algorithms pro
vide the local adjustments in the cube level. Since the number of faults is equal to
the number of free nodes in any cube, each faulty node may be reassigned to a
unique free node. Since the maximum dilation between any two nodes in a cube is 3,
such reassignment will maintain 3-dilation. The actual assignment of specific free
nodes in a cube to the faulty nodes may be systematically obtained in the order of the
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BFSN of the faulty vertices to ordered free nodes. These steps are referred to as cube
level reconfiguration in figure 3.4.

3.4.4.2 When FT is not identical to FN
The idea here is to transform the fault distribution to the free node distribution.
These two distributions are stored in arrays, and the indices are the BFSN of the
quadtree vertices. Hence, we can think of these distributions arranged in the form a
quadtree of height h - 1. Using the convention mentioned in section 4.1, we use all
the terminologies applicable to the tree structure such as level, children, etc. We use
figure 3.4 and figure 3.5 to discuss the reconfiguration process.
^ Start
with the initial
roconfigurable
.embedding ,

Given a
fault sequence at
the leavos

current level « 0
determine index, the
BFSN of the first node
in the currqnt level.
NO
FT identical to FN

Find fault node
distribution. FT

dotormine the number of
nodes, W, In am ent level

YES

YES

NO
NO

decremont W,
Increment Index

YES

NO

Is level - h-1 ?

Find out similar cube

Transfer the extra fault
to similar cube

Update faults in the
affected quadrants

YES

STOP.

Figure 3.5 Steps in Reconfiguration
Reconfiguration process redistributes the excess faults in a child of an internal
node to any one of three other similar nodes which contains extra free nodes so that
homogeneous fault distribution may be achieved in each level. The algorithm fol
lows a top down approach. For each internal node in every level, the algorithm
checks if the number of faults in any of the children is greater than the number of
free nodes. If the number of faults is less than the free nodes, reconfiguration will be
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a simple instance of the worst case maximum failure. In such a case the reconfigura
tion is achieved when the algorithm proceeds to lower levels. Hence, we consider the
worst case of failure involving maximum number of faults in all our illustrations. If
number of faults is greater than the number of free nodes in any of the children of the
current node, the steps necessary to reconfigure are shown in figure 3.5 in which the
numbers kept inside the circles are the BFSNs, while those placed near the circles are
the free node or fault value.
The distribution lists FT and FN are traversed in a breadth-first fashion, and at
each level the contents of these lists with the same index, are compared. If the num
ber of free nodes is greater or equal to the number of fault nodes in all four children
of any internal node, the faults are either distributed homogeneously in that quadrant
or the distribution will be adjusted in the lower levels. We explain the three steps for
reconfiguring the faults at one internal node. It may be noted that the same procedure
is applied to all the internal nodes in each level. We consider the case when the num
ber of faults in one of the children is greater than the number of free nodes. We now
discuss how the FT is transformed to FN using the procedure homogeneous root.
The transformation is explained in three steps - find similar cube; transfer the extra
fault to similar cube; and update the number of faults in the affected quadrants. Refer
to figure 3.4 and figure 3.5 for the schematic outline.
(1) fin d out similar cube

Let / be the index of the child for which it is found that FN[i] < FT[i]. This sit
uation implies that there is a cube in the quadrant where the subtree rooted at i is
placed, and has more faults than the free nodes. Then there must exist another child
with index j such that the number of free nodes in that quadrant is more than the
number of faults which follows from the properties of the homogeneous fault
sequence. We now traverse down the subtree rooted at i and locate the faulty cube in
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which the number of faults is greater than the number of free nodes. The procedure
Fault_cubes_l or the procedure Fault_cubes_2 is used for this purpose. Locate the
similar cube in the subquadrant where the subtree rooted at j is placed. Note that
there is at least an extra free node in this cube.
(2) transfer the extra fa ult to similar cube
Transfer the extra fault in the faulty cube to the similar cube located in the pre
vious step. This is done by the initial part of the procedure Find_migration_path.
The vertex in the leaf which caused the extra fault is assigned to the free node in the
similar cube which at dilation-3 from the parent of the faulty leaf. Hence the number
of faults in the faulty cube is reduced by one while the number of free nodes is
reduced by one in the similar cube. Note that after this transfer, the invariant that the
number of free nodes in any quadrant is greater than or equal to the number of faulty
nodes still holds.
(3) update faults in the affected quadrants.
The fault node distribution and free node distribution are updated in both the
subtrees rooted at i and j. The procedure updatejaults carries this work in the bot
tom up fashion. When this procedure is completed, the faults are homogeneously
redistributed among the children of the internal node which started this procedure.
Theorem 3.2: The reconfiguration algorithm maintains an optimum dilation of 3 and
the number of migrations is equal to the number of faults which is also optimum.
Proof: The cube level reconfiguration uses the free nodes in the same cube as the
parent of the faulty vertex and thus maintains a dilation 3.
The migration of extra fault to an extra free node does not result in more dila
tion since the migration takes place among similar cubes. From the definition of sim
ilar cubes, it can be seen that the parents of the faulty leaf and the extra free node are
at the most at dilation-2 in the hypercube. Recall that in the initial embedding
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obtained using theorem 4.4.1, the parent of all the leaves have at least one free node
adjacent as given in Lemma 4.1.3. Suppose a leaf node v is an additional faulty node.
Let the parent of v be u. There are three other similar nodes(similar to u) in the other
three sub-quadrants at a distance of at most 2. One of these quadrants will have a
vertex, w which is a similar node with respect to u in this quadrant. Since we guaran
tee that a free node adjacent to vu always exists in the embedding from Theorem 3.1,
u may be reconfigured in to the similar node w.

After the fault propagation to w, the number of faults and number of free nodes
in each quadrant at the level of u is made identical. However, the cube containing w
should be able to reassign the fault to the free nodes in the same quadrant. This is
possible since the resulting cube can have at the most two extra faulty nodes to be
reassigned - one extra fault because of the property of the homogeneous fault
sequence; and the other extra fault because of the migrated fault from the similar
cube. Since there will be two similar nodes in the same quadrant and the sum of
faults in the quadrant is equal to the free nodes, both extra faults may be reassigned
to the free node adjacent to the similar nodes at dilation 3. Since reconfiguration at
any level involves the similar steps, 3 dilation is guaranteed in all the steps
explained in section 4.5.1.2.
Hence the proof.D

3.5 Reconfiguration in case General Faults
Let us consider a binary hypercube,H(n), as the host graph and a complete
quadtree, CQTQi), as the guest graph. The strategy of the reconfiguration technique
may be expressed in two steps as follows:
(1) Embed CQT(,h) into H(n) to obtain a free node sequence, FNS. The reconfigura
tion technique tolerates maximum number of faults which is equal to the num
ber of available free nodes in the hypercube after the initial embedding.
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(2)

Develop a generalized algorithm which can transform FTS to make it identical
to FNS if the given instance of fault sequence FTS is different from the free
node sequence, FNS.
We implement the following three approaches for obtaining the initial embed

ding and further reconfiguring the embedding for a given fault sequence: greedy
embedding with reconfiguration using migration of faulty as well as non-faulty
nodes, greedy embedding with reconfiguration using migration based on local
search for free nodes, and reconfigurable embedding.

3.5.1 Greedy embedding with migration
Three important steps in this approach are: (a) enumerate a new embedding
which docs not make use of any of the faulty nodes, (b) minimize migrating pro
cesses to new processors if possible and, (c) migrate processes to new processors.
Embedding a guest graph, G onto a host graph, H, is a bijective function, / . It
may be possible to have several different embeddings that do not make use of the
faulty processors. In case of faults in any of the nodes used in the initial embedding,
it may be possible to choose another embedding in which the faulty node is not used.
Let the initial assignment of any process, j be the processor ph and the assignment in
the latter embedding be pf . If /?,■ and pf are different for any process j then the pro
cess needs to be migrated from p, to pf .
Note, however, that the greedy process involves a combinatorial search which is
computationally expensive. We have studied some variations of this technique to
obtain sub-optimal efficient solutions. Advantage of this technique however is that it
is applicable to many variety of faults.
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3.5.2 Greedy migration using local search
This approach is similar to greedy technique above, but neighborhood relation
of the nodes because of the architectural design may be incorporated. For example,
we have considered a variation of greedy technique in which the next node consid
ered for greedy enumeration are based on the grey code sequence to reflect the local
search effect.
Remaining steps are similar to the technique described above. Note, however,
that the process of generating neighborhood information can be achieved efficiently
compared to a combinatorial search, however, the quality of solutions are not as
good as exhaustive greedy techniques which search larger solution space. We have
studied some variations of this technique also to obtain sub-optimal efficient solu
tions.
3.5.3 Reconfigurable embedding scheme
Our approach to reconfiguration of the initial embedding is to modify those por
tions of the embedding that are affected by faults. This approach may make use of
the knowledge of the initial embedding and the nature of the faults. The motivation
is to provide a reconfiguration which minimizes the number of process migrations.
Accordingly, we provide two schemes: (1) one-to-one scheme, and (2) Fault Propa
gation scheme. The first scheme may be used when there exists a direct assignment
of faulty nodes to free nodes which meets the requirements regarding quality. The
second approach goes about finding one such assignment allowing the migration of
minimal number of non-faulty nodes.
Figure 3.6 gives the diagrammatic representation of some of these definitions
and data structures.

Definition 3.3:
Let / be the embedding function, given as: / : vc - » vH, where vc , and vH are the
nodes of the guest graph, G, and the host graph, //respectively.

Definition 3.4:
Let f~ l be the inverse of / , and given as: f~l : vH -> vG.

Definition 3.5:
For any node u in the guest graph, let ADJ[u] be the set of all nodes in the guest
graph that are adjacent to u. i.e.,
ADJ[u] = {

ve G and (//, v) e E(G) }.

Definition 3.6:
For any node u in the host graph, we define d-neighborhood, NBR[u, d] as the set
of all vertices in the guest graph which are mapped to the nodes in the host graph as
well as the free nodes that are at a distance of d or less from u. i.e.,
NBR[u, d] = { / “' (v) LJ /■; : u, ve H r-t e FN , 1 < i < k , distUu v)< d ,
and disl(n, r) < d }.

Definition 3.7:
For any faulty node, u e V(G), we define a data structure, DLlST[u], which may
be obtained as follows:
1. Determine image, v e V(G), of «, namely, f~ l (n).
2. Determine ADJ[v].
3. Obtain a set U c V(H), by applying / on each element of ADJ[v].
4. For any node, x e V(H) if U c NBR[x, d] then insert x in DLlST[u],
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In other words, DUST[u] of any faulty node «, contains all nodes in the host
graph whose d-neighborhood has U as a subset, i.e., DLiST[u] is defined as follows:
DLIST[tt] = { x : x e V(H), and U e NDR[x, d] }, where
U - { w : for all s, w = f( s ), s e ADJ[v], and v = f~ l («) }.

f(x ),V x eA D J[v ]

ADJ(v)

F igure 3.6 Schem atic Representation of Reconfiguration Process

Definition 3.8:
For any free node r in the host graph, let RLlST[r] be a set obtained as follows:
For each faulty node, u e FT do steps (1-2):
1. Determine DLlST[u] using the definition 3.7.
2. If r e DLISTlu] then insert u into RLlST[r].
In other words, RLIST[r] of any free node, r, contains those faulty nodes whose
adjacent nodes are in the d-neighborhood of r. More formally we define RLIST[r] as
follows:
RLIST[r] = { u : u e FT, and r e DLIST[u] }
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Before we give the details on the two schemes mentioned above, we describe
certain steps which will allow us to choose one of these schemes :
1. For each node, x e V(H), determine its d-neighborhood, NBR[x,d] where d is
the maximum dilation in the initial embedding.
2. For each faulty node, u e FT, obtain DLlST[u].
3. For each free node, r e V(H), obtain RLlST[r].
The DLIST[u] contains all those nodes in the host graph that may replace the
faulty node, u and maintain the same dilation, d. Note that such a replacement pro
vides the mapping of the image of the faulty node, and its adjacent nodes with in the
dilation criteria. An element in the DLlST[u] may either be used in the initial embed
ding or may be free.
The RLlST[r] contains all those faulty nodes in the host graph that may be
replaced by this free node r and maintain the same dilation.
We use RUST to develop a graph structure called Assignment Graph(AG),
which is used to determine whether there exists a direct assignment of faulty nodes
to free nodes while maintaining the same dilation. Based on the necessary condi
tions given in Theorem 4.1, we determine the existence of a direct assignment, which
leads to the one-to-one scheme. If a direct assignment is not possible we use the
fault-propagation scheme in which a node in the DUST of a faulty node is selected
for replacement. If the selected node was used in the initial embedding we call that
replacement as a local fault, which may be propagated until a free node is found for
replacement.

Definition 3.9 :
We define a bipartite graph called Assignment Graph, AG = (V X, V2 , E ) as fol
lows:
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V, is a set of vertices such that every vertex in v x is equivalent to a unique node in
the faulty set, FT. Formally we define Vx using a bijective function / : FT -> v x as:
Vi = { x : x = f(y), for each y e FT}.
V2 is a set of vertices such that every vertex in V2 is equivalent to a unique node in

the free node set, FN. Formally we define

v2 using a bijective function

g : FN -> v2

as:
V2 = { x : x = g(y),for each y e FN).
E is the set of undirected edges defined over v^, and V2 as obtained from the relation

defined in RUST for all the free nodes as follows:
E = {(«, v ): V /( £ V2 , / - ' (v) e RLIST[ g~l («) ]}.

It may be seen that for every vertex in v x there is an equivalent, and unique
faulty node. Similarly for every vertex in v 2 there is an equivalent, and unique free
node. An edge between a vertex in v x and a vertex in V2 implies that the correspond
ing faulty node may be replaced by the corresponding free node.
We now state a theorem to determine the existence of a direct assignment.
Theorem 4.1: For the existence of a direct assignment,
the necessary conditions are:
(1) The union of RUST for all the free nodes must be the faulty set, FT.
(2) RUST for at least k of the free nodes must be non empty in order to reconfig
ure k faults.
and the sufficient condition is:
(3) a complete matching of

vxinto

V2 must exist in the Assignment Graph, AG.

Proof: When the union of RUST for all the free nodes is not equal to the faulty set,
FT, clearly there exists at least one faulty node which can not be directly assigned to

a free node. Hence the condition (1) follows.
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Let the number of faulty nodes be k. Let the the number of free nodes whose
RUST is non-empty be /. When I < k, clearly there are k - 1 faulty nodes which can not

be directly assigned to free nodes. Thus the condition (2) follows.
Assignment Graph,
complete matching in
in

Vi

AG

AG

is a bipartite graph by definition. The existence of a

implies that there exists a direct assignment of every vertex

to a unique vertex in

V2.

From the definition of the bijective functions

/

and

g,

and RLlST , it follows that every faulty node may be replaced by a unique free node if
and only if there exits a complete matching.
Hence the theorem.□
One-to-one Scheme
This scheme may be used if it is possible to make direct assignments. Following
steps are necessary for reconfiguration.
1. Obtain

ru st

for all the free nodes.

2. Construct the Assignment Graph and test whether there exists a direct assignment
using theorem 4.1.
3. If a direct assignment is possible, use the corresponding free nodes in the complete
matching to replace the faulty nodes using process migration.
Fault Propagation Scheme
When a direct assignment is not possible we use this scheme for reconfigura
tion. Here we select a node in the DUST of a faulty node for replacement. If the
selected node was used in the initial embedding we call this replacement as a local
fault, which may be propagated until a free node is found for replacement.

Definition 3.10:
Let u be a faulty node in the host graph, and «' = f~l (h) be the corresponding
vertex in the guest graph. Let v e DLlST[u] be a node chosen for reconfiguring the
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fault at u. This means that the vertex u' will be mapped onto the node v. If the node v
was used in the previous embedding, let v' = f~l (v) be the corresponding vertex in the
guest graph. After the reconfiguration v' needs to be mapped on to some other node
in the host graph, which we refer to as local fault.

Definition 3.11:
We define Fault Propagation as the recursive process of reconfiguring a faulty
node by creating a local fault, and reconfigure this fault by another local fault or by a
free node.

Definition 3.12:
We define a Fault Propagation List, FPL[u] as a set of all the intermediate nodes
used to propagate the fault at u until a free node is found by the fault propagation
process.
We now describe a procedure which enumerates a FPL[u] for a faulty node, u to any
of the free node as follows:
1. For each node, .t in the host graph, determine NBR[x,d] where d is the maxi
mum dilation of the initial embedding.
2. For each vertex, y in the guest graph, determine AD/[y].
3. Let u be the faulty node in the host graph. Determine DLlST[u] by selecting all
nodes .v whose neighborhood NDR[x,d] contains ADJ[f~l(u)], where / is the
mapping function.
4. Choose a node, v e DLlST[u].
5. If v is a free node, «' is mapped onto v, output FPL[u\, and stop. If v is not a
free node, u' is mapped onto v, and a local fault is created at v to reconfigure v'.
6. If a local fa ult is created at step (5), then we update all the NBR[x,d] by sub
stituting each occurrence of v in any of the NBR[x, d] by «.
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7. Add v to the Fault Propagation List, FPL[u].
8. Repeat the steps (3-8) recursively, for the local fault at v till a free node is
located in step 5.
The above procedure must be used to find FPL[u] and update assignments for
every u which does not appear in at least one of the RLlST[r], and to reach every free
node r which does not appear in any of the DLlST[u]. It is necessary to find alternate
FPL[u] if a complete matching is not obtained in the updated Assignment Graph.

Note that in step (4), there may be more than one choice for v, and each selec
tion of v yields a different FPL[u], For a given pair of a faulty node and a free node,
we may find more than one FPL[u]. These iterations may be carried out in several
different ways based on various optimizing criteria such as : (a) matching which
needs minimum number of local faults, and (b) matching which results in the best
average dilation. We are currently investigating efficient solutions to characterize
some of these optimization criteria, and their complexity issues [28]. We limit our
discussion only to establish the usefulness of reconfiguration strategy since the
details of the analysis of fault propagation scheme is beyond the scope of this chap
ter.

3.6 Performance Analysis of Various Algorithms
The performance of greedy algorithms is compared with our technique. We
have used some of the important parameters for comparison such as pre-fault dila
tion, post-fault dilation, and number of faults. The table indicates that our technique
is unique in the sense that this is the first reconfigurable embedding technique with
superior performance.
We recognize two types of overheads(costs) in reconfiguring an interconnection
network. They are: (1) cost due to the migration of faulty processes to free proces
sors called migration-cost, MC, and (2) increase in run-time cost called dilation-cost,
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DC. The migration-cost,MC, of any reconfiguration algorithm would be minimum if
the processes migrated are only those at the faulty nodes. The dilation-cost,DC, will
be kept to a minimum if the dilation of the reconfigured system remains the same or
as close to that of the initial mapping as possible. Reconfiguration algorithms based
only on the operational aspect will have the minimum-MC overhead, and may not
have the minimum-DC. For example, an arbitrary assignment of faulty processes to
free processors, though make the network operational, may not maintain the quality
of the initial mapping. These algorithms are not suitable for applications that require
minimum run-time cost. On the other hand, algorithms which focus on the quality
aspect must have the minimum-DC. We have developed reconfiguration approaches
which obtain a trade-off in increase of both dilation-cost and migration-cost such that
the overall run time cost may be minimized.
3.7 Conclusions
We have introduced the problem of how to continue the computation whenever
some of the nodes used in the embedding are diagnosed as faulty. We have exam
ined reconfigurable embedding techniques which tolerate faults as well as maintain
the qualities of embedding. The idea of the reconfiguration while maintaining the
characteristics of the initial embedding is new. Realizing the importance of exploit
ing the inherent parallelism and the need for fault tolerance in computationally inten
sive applications such as image processing and computer vision, reconfigurable
embedding algorithms for complete quadtrees have been presented. Since architec
tures based on binary hypercube topology have gained widespread acceptance in
these applications, we have used hypercube architecture as the interconnection net
work in our research.
Reconfiguring an embedding in case of faults could be difficult since the faults
might make the topology of the architecture arbitrary in which case the problem of
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finding a new embedding could be NP-complete. Hence we studied the certain types
of faults that would allow a tractable reconfiguration. We have identified a class of
homogeneous faults which yield efficient reconfiguration.
The main contribution of this chapter is the identification of a new class of
reconfigurable embedding strategies which may be used to recover from faults as
well as maintain the quality of the mapping. Our research has focused on three
issues: (i) to make use of the free processors, which are not used in the embedding,
for reconfiguration ; (ii) to tolerate as many faults as the number of free processors;
and (iii) to maintain the quality of embedding in the resulting reconfigured system.
In the case of reconfiguring a complete quadtree into a hypercube, we have provided
a 2-dilation reconfigurable embedding which yields an optimal 3-dilation reconfigu
ration. Our approach uses process migration paradigm which uses minimum number
of migrations.
We compared our results with existing reconfiguration and embedding algo
rithms and have shown the superior performance of our algorithm. It is possible to
extend our methodology for a variety of computational graph structures onto various
interconnection networks such as star graphs, and generalized boolean n-cubes.

CHAPTER 4

DISTRIBUTED BICONNECTIVITY TESTING

Alternatives do not usually have the courtesy to parade themselves in
rank order on the drill ground o f the imagination
—Kenneth E. Boulding

4.1. Overview
The problem of determining whether a given graph G is biconnected or not is
well known in the area of algorithm design and graph theory [1,2 ]. Testing bicon
nectivity is both of theoretical and of practical importance since biconnected com
ponents offer a natural decomposition of graphs yielding efficient solutions to many
problems, such as Planarity Testing, based on each component. Fault tolerant appli
cations in distributed systems will benefit from biconnectivity since the failure of a
node will not disconnect a biconnected network. Knowledge of biconnectivity may
also be used for selective process replication for fault tolerant distributed systems.
Distributed Biconnectivity Testing ( DDT ) problem provides a local code for
each process to be executed so as to find out whether the graph G, corresponding to
an underlying communication network of a distributed system is biconnected or not.
Given that all computations at any node have to be based only on the data available
at a local site, the data from other nodes which are of global interest must be
obtained by communicating through neighbors alone. Most important concern in
such a distributed computation is to solve the DDT problem using a minimum number
of messages to route any non-local data when necessary. Assuming that the time
taken by individual nodes for computation is negligible, we investigate the message
complexity of DDT problem. Computation should terminate in finite time and at the
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end of the computation each node should correctly know whether it is an articulation
point, whether an edge incident on the node is a bridge; and each node should be
labeled so that all the members of a biconnected component may be determined.
Usefulness of depth first search(DFS) paradigm to solve biconnectivity testing
problem is well established [1 ]. Algorithms for distributed depth-first-search (
DDFS ) for graphs representing communication networks may be found in [3,4,5,6
]. The most efficient algorithm known for DDFS uses exactly 2n-2 messages and
terminates after 2/7-2 units of time [6 ]. Even though many efficient 0(n) message
and time complexity distributed algorithm for DDFS are currently known, a linear
message complexity distr ibuted algorithm is not reported in literature for determin
ing biconnected components.
There has been a considerable amount of research on distributed biconnectivity
testing and its various characterizations [7,8,9 ]. The most efficient algorithms
known for distributed recognition of biconnected components uses 0(m) messages
and 0(d) time with a bound of 0(logn) on message size [7 ]. We take the approach of
designing a distributed algorithm by adapting a sequential algorithm to a distributed
environment. We specifically use the techniques in [6,10,11 ] to provide an algo
rithm with linear complexity in both the number of messages and the time.
In Table 4.1, we summarize the performance of algorithms for DBT considering
unbounded message lengths for message complexities. It may be noted that the mes
sage size in our algorithm is 0(n) bits while it is O(logn) for the others in the table and
still a saving of O(logn) bits is obtained in the worst case.
4.2 Preliminaries
We adapt a sequential biconnectivity testing algorithms of [1,2 ] for our dis
tributed implementation. We re-state some of the essential concepts that are needed
for improving readability. We refer to [1,2,12,13 ] for further details.
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Table 4.1. Summary of Related Recent Results
Author

Year

Time Complexity

Comm. Complexity

message length

E.J.I-I. Chang [10]

1982

0(d)

0(m )

O(nlogn)

S. T. Huang [8]

1989

0(d + ktrhn)

0(lcn2)

O(logn)

Ahuja & Zhu [9]

1989

0(n)

0(m)

O(logn)

Lin et. al.[8]

1990

0(d + k )

0(m + kn)

O(logn)

I-Iegde & Iyengar [ proposed here ]

1992

0 (ti )

0(n)

0(n )

A vertex u in an undirected graph G0 = (Vo, E0) is an articulation point if the
removal of u splits G0 in to two or more parts. An edge e = [u, v] in G0 is a bridge if
every spanning tree in G0 contains e. Further, G0 is biconnected if and only if it does
not have any articulation points.
A depth-first-search (DFS) on an undirected graph G0 = (V0E0) gives a directed
graph G = (V, T, D) where in the vertices in V are those of V0 labeled with depth-firstnumber DFN(v), ve v0, and the edges in E0 are divided in to two mutually exclusive
sets of directed edges: Tree edges, T and Backedges, B. We refer to the union of T
and B as E. Let n = IVI, and m = l£l. If e = [u, v]e E then u is called the father of v and v
is a son of u. If there is a path from u to v, then « is an ancestor of v and v is a
descendant of u, and further, if h/v then u is a proper ancestor of v and v is a proper
descendant of u. We define successors, descendents, and ancestors for edges simi

larly. Back edges have no successors. Define out(v) as the set of edges, in which
each edge e is incident on v such that tail(e) is v. For any vertex v, the subgraph,
G' = (V', £') where V' and E' are the vertices and edges incident on out(v) and the

descendants of out(y), are collectively called as the segment(v) which is said to be
rooted at v. We say that a vertex v' is reachable from the segment(v) if v' is a successor
to v in segmenl(v).
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Define Low(v) for any vertex v as the lowest DFN(u) of any vertex u that is
reachable from the segmentiy). In other words, for any vertex v, define
Low (v) = minimum ({ DFN(v)} u ( Low(s) 3 s = son(v)} u { DFN(w) 3 (v,w) e B })

Previous distributed algorithms for DBT make use of the following properties: If
a vertex v is is an articulation point then v is either the root with at least two sons or
v is not the root and it has a son s such that Low(s) > DFN(v). A tree edge e = [h, v] is a
bridge if and only if Low(v) = DFN(v).
However, our algorithm is based on the observation that in a distributed envi
ronment computing Low(v) which needs explicit values of DFN of neighbors is an
unnecessary restriction for obtaining the articulation points. Instead, we use the fol
lowing Lemma 2.1 which only requires determining whether there exists any back
edge from a descendant of a vertex v to any of the proper ancestors of v.We later
show that it is indeed possible to do so in a distributed fashion using only linear
number of messages.
We call a back edge e’ = [a, b] in s e g m e n t v) as an attachm ent^), and further if
DFN(b) < DFN(v) then we call e' as a proper attachment(v). Let the set of all e",

where e" is a proper attachm entv), be called a patts(v).
In Figure 4.1, segment(d) = G' = ( V', E') where V = {d, h, g, a, j, e, f }
and E '= { [d,h], [h,g], [i>,4], [d,e ], [d,a\, [a,j], [ ;,/ ] }. Also, paused) = {

}

Lem m a 2.1 : For any vertex v that is not the root, v is an articulation point if and
only if no proper attachm ent^ ) is in patts(s) for some son s of v. If v is the root, then
v is an articulation point if and only if v has more than one son.
Lem m a 2.2 : For any vertex v, the edge e - (v,s) e T is a bridge if and only if patts(s)
empty.
The proof of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 may be followed easily from [1 ].
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4

Figure 4.1. Illustration of Terms Used
4.3 The Model of Computation
We use a standard asynchronous model which is closely consistent with [6,11
]. The message communication is asynchronous to the effect that a sender process i
does not have to synchronize with the receiver process j before i can send a message
to j. However, the distributed control synchronizes process interactions. Consider a
network of n processes with bidirectional communication channels among some of
the processes. Let G = (Kq, E0) be the undirected graph which is topologically isomor
phic to the above network. A processor knows its distinct identity (ID) as well as
the IDs of its neighbors in the graph. No two processors share memory, they com
municate by message passing only. Computation should start when a designated
node receives an outside signal and should terminate within finite time. The compu
tation should terminate gracefully, and at that time, each process should possess the
required result, should know locally that it has completed its part in the computation,
and there should be no messages in transit or waiting in some input port.
We assume that the computation time is small compared to the message trans
mission time and thus may be neglected. Each processor has sufficiently large mem
ory, thus memory buffering will not cause any problems. Arbitrarily long delays may
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be encountered in processing a message at a node, however, no message is lost, com
munication is error free, and messages are not necessarily handled in FIFO order.
The communication complexity is the total number of messages used during the
entire execution of the algorithm. Tune complexity is the maximum time spent from
the start to the end of the algorithm assuming that the time taken for delivering a
message is at most one unit.
Our model is developed so that it is not necessary for each node to know the
total number of nodes in the network. Instead, each node should know the details
about the ID of its neighbors with whom it has links for communication. Whenever
a node learns the existence of a node with higher ID than it previously had knowl
edge about, it takes into account the new information and will send that in all future
communication with its neighbors. Hence it is easy to observe that the root node
will obtain the value of the maximum ID, when the computation is terminated, that
may be broadcast to all other nodes if it is necessary.
4.4 The Proposed Algorithm
We take the approach that distributed algorithm development is equivalent to
providing specification of the desired correctness properties of a concurrent program
in which processes communicate by message passing. In this paper, we start with a
specification of the correctness properties of the DDT problem and proceed backward
in a series of steps to a complete solution and further show that the solution is cor
rect.
Similar' to the well established technique, in sequential algorithm development,
of using DFS for finding biconnected components, we use the DDFS algorithm
developed in [6 ] to solve the DDT problem. The computation proceeds as in the
DDFS algorithm using a scheme similar to Probe/Echo algorithms [10,11 ]. Each

process carries out local computations as well as interacts with its neighbors to solve
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the problem of DBT. During the probe-phase, each process collects the information
about the attachments incident on the vertex, then proceeds to collect information
from its descendents, and during the echo-phase it communicates the result of local
computation to its parent. Our approach is motivated from the results of Reif [14 ]
that the DFS problem is inherently sequential, and similar to the approach in [6 ], we
try to minimize the number of messages by eliminating any parallelism.
DBT: ( V i,j : 1 < i < tl, 1 £ j < n :

( pattSjlj] <=>(3 k : descendentilk]) ([k , j] e B a DFN(j)< DFN(i) ) ) a

{artq_pti <&{i* root a 3 j e son j 3 V ([/<, in] e pattSj) a [k, m] e B ) DFN(m) < DFN(i)) v
( / = root a cardinality^ SOU; ) > 1 ) ) a

( bridgei lj] o ( sont [j] a pattSj = 0 ) v ( father; [j] a pattst = 0 ) a
(bicon_ptr, [j] <=>(3 k : 1 < k < n : bicon_comptk * 0 ) / s bicon_comptk a j e bicon_comptk ))

Figure 4.2. Specification of Correctness of Biconnectivity Testing

4.4.1 Program notation
We follow closely the programming conventions in [11 ]. A program consists
of the global declarations followed by the process declaration. A process is declared
with a capitalized name followed by a double colon, and then the local variable dec
laration, and statements. Each line of comment is preceded by a sharp character (#),
and assertions are enclosed between braces.
A process communicates over a shared channel, which is an abstraction of a
physical communication network to provide communication path between processes.
Channels are accessed using send and receive primitives. Since we use asyn
chronous message passing model, we use different channels for different kinds of
messages. Each type of channel is declared globally to share them globally.
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In our model, processes communicate with known neighbors only. Hence we
declare those bi-directional channels which are locally accessible in links array. A
direct path is provided between two declared processes if the corresponding bit in the
links array is set respecting the neighbor relation.
A channel is declared as chan ch-name ( f i:t ltf 2:t2t

f„:t„ ), where each

optional data field in the message is described using field name /; corresponding to
field type

The accessing primitives are send ch-name(expru expr2

is non-blocking and receive ch-name(vciru var2

expr„ ) which

var„ ) which is blocking.

Statements, including guarded commands, have the well known syntax and
semantics.
4.4.2 Description of constants and variables
The constants declared are self-explanatory. We describe only those variables
and their meanings that may not be clear from the context easily :
c h a n probe_echo[l:n](kind,sender, b i t j e n : int, bit_array[l:bit_len]: bool)
is a global variable that is used for sending messages of the type START,
DISCOVER, and RETURN. The messages sent are queued at the specific
process addressed with an index in the range of l and n. Since we use
variable length array in the message, bit-len is used to extend variable
array length before the variable is read in the receiving process. We
assume that n is not known a prion. Each process knows the maximum of
the IDs of its neighbors and of itself,
chan bicmp_echo[l:n] ( biptr : i n t )
is used to send the biconnected component pointers. Since artq_ptr may
be shared in more than one biconnected component, we use the first son
of the articulation point as the biptr.

chan final_echo ( ECHO )
is used by the root node to inform the initiator process that its computation
is terminated.
s

is the set of sons of a vertex v in the tree of a particular execution of
Depth First Search.

lower

is the set of ancestors which are visited prior to a vertex v. The value of
this set is not changed after it is read in.

patts[i]

is the set of proper attachments, it is initialized to

updated first when

control arrives to the node by checking if any of its neighbors are
already visited even before the control arrived at v the first time. It is
also updated every lime control returns from one of its sons.
artqjset

contains the value of the biptr in which an articulation pointer is a
member of a biconnected component.

links[l:m ]

represents the knowledge of neighbors. The process gets the capability
to access only those channels whose index has a corresponding value
of TRUE in links.

bridge_set

is the set of vertices representing bridges incident on the node p.

bcfiag

is an auxiliary variable which is set to true if patts[i] is not empty for a
son i meaning that p is not an articulation point.

visited

is a variable length boolean array carrying the knowledge of a process
about the nodes previously visited at a given instant of computation. It
is updated first time when the control arrives at a node from its ances
tor, each node updates its own bit, and later using the comb_vector
array when the control comes back from its sons.
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Table 4.2 Illustration of Terms derived for the graph in Figure 4.1.
DFN

node

ID

patts, q

combjvector

artq_set

bridge_set

biptr_set

l

e

5

0 . { 5,6.3 }

{5}

{3}

{3}

{6}

2

f

6

{5}. {6. 4}

{5}

0

0

{6}

3

d

4

{ 5. 6 }, { 4.8,1 }

{ 4,5.6 }

{8}

0

{6}

4

h

8

{ 4 }, { 8,7 }

{4}

0

0

{4}

5

S

7

( 4 ) . { 7}

{4}

0

0

{4}

6

a

1

( 6 ) . { 1.10}

{6}

0

0

{6}

7

j

10

{ 6 } , {10}

{6}

0

0

{6}

8

c

3

0 . { 3.9 }

{3}

{9}

{5}

{9}

9

i

9

{ 3 }. { 9,2 }

{3}

0

0

{9}

10

b

2

{ 3 } . { 2}

{3}

0

0

{9}

comb_vector is also a variable length boolean array. Some of its bits corresponding
to the indices of vertices in lower array are reset to FALSE to indicate
that there exists some proper attachments from some of its son. It also
carries information about the newly visited nodes in segment(v).
Remaining variables are used so that their meaning is self-explanatory in the
context of use.
We have used italic fonts for the variables. Some functions are used with their
name represented in Roman fonts, such as ’max’ for the maximum, etc., and we
assume that their meaning is self explanatory. We have assumed that functions are
in-built to extend the variable length arrays whenever the index used is greater than
the currently known values. These additional bits extended are assumed to be initial
ized to FALSE.
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4.4.3 Specification of correctness properties
We have pursued programming as a goal oriented activity so that the following
predicate is true when the program terminates. Our specification relates the output
variables with the input variables. Figure 4.2 provides the specification of correctness
for distributed biconnectivity problem. Input variables in our specification may be
recursively specified for correctness. We have not provided specification for terms
such as descenclent since they are well established in literature.
For notational convenience, we associate a predicate with every variable var in
process /. For example, descendenti [j] implies that the process / has a variable descen
d e r with value j. Also note that we assume that the predicates for variables var of

type set are accessed as an array so that the index in the array is TRUE if the ele
ment with value of the index is in the var.
For illustration, when the program DDT terminates, for a particular execution of
DDFS shown on the graph given in Figure 4.1, it may be verified that the desired val

ues of the local variables are as given in Table 4.2. The entries in the table corre
sponding to array variables refer to the indices of interest of IDs generated in the lex
icographic ordering of nodes. Note that patts,s is shown as the union of the
patts[p][q], V q e s U j), for convenience of display.

4.4.4 Formal Description of the Algorithm
We present formal description of the proposed algorithm in Figure 4.3, which is
executed at each node p. The algorithm is described in a language whose syntax and
semantics follow closely those given in [11 ].
4.5 Complexity Analysis and Proof of Correctness.
We presented an algorithm for DDT problem in Figure 4.3, and in this section
we prove that time and message complexities of the algorithm are both 0(«). We also
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show that the algorithm is optimal in message complexity and further demonstrate
that DBT has a message complexity lower bound of 0(n). We also establish that the
order of communication bit complexity of our algorithm is less than previously
reported algorithms whenever m = 0(n2) as in complete graphs.
Theorem 5.1. For a given connected graph, G, the algorithm for DBT problem given
in Figure 4.3 computes pattsiy) for every vertex v in G, and marks articulation points,
bridges and biconnccted component pointer correctly.
Proof: The algorithm given in Figure 4.3. is a straight forward implementation of the
specification DBT. It may, however, be noted that the visited information about the
ancestors of a node is correctly restored using the lower array for those bits that are
reset in the comb_vector whenever the pans is non-empty for a descendent of any ver
tex. Also, note that the messages are routed only through the tree edges and further
that a node does not send bicmp_echo messages on the bridges. Correctness is easy
to follow otherwise. □
Theorem 5.2. DBT has the message complexity lower bound of 0(n) for n > 1.
Proof Since information that is not local but is of global topological interest have to
be exchanged using communication alone, it is clear that at least one message must
be sent from any node i to any node j in the network, i,j e V0. Hence at least n - 1
messages must be sent over the links so as to communicate to all the n nodes at least
once. Hence DBT has an 0(n) lower bound in message complexity. □
Theorem 5.3 The proposed algorithm is optimal in communication complexity and
uses less than 3n - 3 messages.
Proof Every node in the network except the root node receives message of type
probe_echo once with kind DISCOVER message from its father ( forward path ) and
sends back RETURN kind message to its father ( return path ) . Also it is clear from
the algorithm that DISCOVER kind message is not sent to an already visited node in
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co ast source = h ; TRUE = 1 ; FALSE = 0
d 'h ’ is the index o f the node that initiates the algorithm
type kind * «aum(STAOTJ31SCOVER*ETURNJsCHO)
c h an probe_echo(l:n\(tdndjcnd£r, bit Jen : lo t, bil_array[l:bitjen ]: bool)
ch an bicmp_echo[l'M] ( bicon_ptr : I n t )
c h an fin a ljc h o ( ECHO )

Node(p:J.jt]:: v a r k : kind, father, bi_ptr : Int
v a r links[\:m], bcflag = F A L S E : bool
8 m is equal to the maximum o f all the ID o f the neighbon o f p
8 links[q] it initialized to TRUE if q is a neighbor of Nodefp];
v a r .1 = lower - patts[\ : r] = a r tq je t = bridge_set = biptr_set = 0 : « t o f h it
8 r is equal to the maximum o f { p , m )
v a r visited[\:*], com bjeclorl 1:®] : bool
receive probe echolp] (k/Jen, visited[l:len])
a i = START- father r= 0
D * = DISCOVER - » father x= f a
8 father d p it zero if p = source
indx := max (lenjn, p)
fa i 5= 1 to indx s t visited[i] —» lower := lower { i J
If fin b [i] a i 'S father —* patts[p] — patts[p] KJ { i } fl a f
v i i i t e d l p ] TRUE
fa i := 1 to m st links[i) a -<visiled[i] - » i s t u ( i )
send probe_echo[i] ( DISCOVER.;), indx, visited[l:indx] )
receive probe jch o (p \(k , j , r, com b_vector[l:r] )
[ for a given execution of DDFS, k = RETURN and j = i }
indx := max(r,indx)
fa q := 1 to indx s t ( q e lower ) a ~*omb_veclor[q] —* palts[i] x= pattsli) VJ q
bcflag := TRUE a f
If p * source a -'bcflag —» artq_set := a r tq je t u { i } Q
If -'bcflag a com i_vec/or[p] -> bridgej e t n= bridgej e t U { i }
Q -bcflag A ->cofnb_v«c/o)Plp ] —» biptrj e t — biptrj e t t_i {i}
send bc_ecbo[i](0 fl
bcflag := FALSE
virir*d[l:indx) := vuif«d[l:iradx] v comb_vec(or[lrinobc] a f
If p = source -* n s := s i z e ( s )
If « > 1 —> a r tq je t ss { a J fl
sen d fin a ljc h o (ECHO)
U p * source —» comb_vcctor[ 1:bufr] := visited[lundx]
fa i := 1 to indz st i £ p cttsfp ] —* ccmb_vector[i] := FALSE
np := np + 1 a f
fa i := 1 to m st links[i\ a poftr[<] a 0 —*
fa / := 1 to indx st y e poitt(/] —> comb_vec(or[y] := FALSE
np n= np + I a f a f
sen d probe_ecbo[/atber](R ET U R N ,p, indx, comb_vector[l:indx\)
If np = 0 -> bridge j e t := bridgej e t u { father J
J] np > 1 —* receive bicmpjcho[father)(biptr)
biptrj e t — biptrj e t u {biptr)
fa i := 1 to m st i e s a i e a r tq je t a « « bridgej e t —* send biov)tp_«cho(i] (biptr) a f

fl
fl
Initiator::

send probc_ec/to[source](START,Iniriarer_ID,0,*l);
receive fin a ljc h o (ECHO);

Figure 4.3. A lgorithm for £>£7 Problem
the network. Thus, each of the « —1 nodes ( excluding the root ) exchanges
probe_echo messages with its father exactly twice. Further, the information about
biconnected component pointer is sent from the articulation point to its descendents
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in a biconnected component using bicmp_echo type message on the tree edges alone.
Since bicmp_echo message is not sent over a tree edge if it is a bridge, total number
of messages sent of type bicmp_echo is less than n - l . Hence the total number of
messages used in the algorithm

dbt

is less than 3n - 3. Hence, the message complex

ity of the algorithm is O(n) and is optimal within a constant. □
Theorem 5.4 The algorithm terminates after less than 3« - 3 units of time, if all mes
sages are delivered in one unit of time, and at that time the root node will have the
knowledge about the largest ID of the nodes in the network.
Proof: Total time needed for the algorithm to construct DDFS is the time required to
transmit the messages over the links. From theorem 5.3 , total messages needed to
transmit is less than 3n - 3. Hence the total time needed is also less than 3n - 3 units if
all messages are delivered in at most one unit of time. It may be easily observed that
each node extends the visited array any time it learns the existence of a higher ID
than it is aware of. Thus the cardinality of the visited array in the root node when the
algorithm terminates provides the largest ID of any node in the network. □
Lem m a 5.4 The total number of bits used for communication in the proposed algo
rithm is less than that for the previous algorithms for a fully connected network.
Proof: In our algorithm, the number of bits transmitted for message is at most 0(n)
bits due to the bit array that is appended to the messages. Since the message com
plexity is O(n), total number of bits used is 0(n2). However, all previous algorithms
use O(m) messages with OQogn) bits each. Hence, for a fully connected network, total
number of bits used for communication is 0(«2logn) since m = 0(n 2) for fully con
nected graphs. Hence the total number of bits used for communication is reduced by
0(logn) in the proposed algorithm compared to the previously known algorithms and

hence the proof. □
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6.0 Conclusions
We have presented a simple to understand DBT algorithm that is optimal in both
time and message. Taking into account the result [14 ], that DFS is inherently
sequential, we have pursued minimizing the number of messages used to solve DBT
by eliminating any parallelism. The algorithm for DBT is shown to use less than
3« - 3 messages with the time complexity of less than 3n - 3 units. We have shown
that the extended message format reduces overall message complexity in terms of
total number of bits used for communication under the assumed model whenever m
= 0(n2).

It is interesting to see that the proposed solution is valid for both synchronous
and asynchronous communication models. We will explore further the possibilities
of extending our results to reliable communication models.

CHAPTER 5

DISTRIBUTED PLANARITY TESTING

You have to make judgements; you can not wait until all evidence is in.
- Hubert Humphrey

5.1. Overview
The problem of determining whether a given graph G is planar or not is well
known in.the areas of algorithm design and graph theory [1,2]. Testing planarity is
of both theoretical and of practical importance since planar graphs offer efficient
solutions to many problems, such as graph colorings, which are in general very diffi
cult for arbitrary graphs. Knowledge of planarity has also been used recently to
design efficient distributed algorithms for finding shortest paths in a graph [3,4].
Distributed Planarity Testing ( D P T ) is a problem to devise a distributed algo
rithm that provides a local code for each process to be executed so as to find out
whether a graph G, corresponding to an underlying communication network of a dis
tributed system, is planar or not. Given that all computations at any node have to be
based only on the data available at the local site, the data from other nodes which
are of global interest must be obtained by communicating through neighbors alone.
The most important concern in such a distributed computation is to solve the DPT
problem using a minimum number of messages to route any non-local data when
necessary. Assuming that the time taken by individual nodes for computation is
negligible, we investigate the message complexity of the DPT problem. Computa
tions should terminate in finite time and at the end of the computations the desig
nated root node should correctly know whether the graph is planar or not.
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We take the approach of designing a distributed algorithm by adapting a
sequential algorithm to a distributed environment. We specifically use the technique
of Probe/Echo algorithms[5,6]. We give an implementation of a path based embed
ding algorithm of Williamson[7] which itself is a refinement of Hopcroft and Tarjan ’s algorithm[8]. We show that 0(n ) messages are sufficient for DPT. We also
reduce the message size to OQogn) instead of 0(n log n) which is required for the
stacks used in the sequential algorithms of [7,8].
If each node has knowledge about its neighbors, the graph planarity problem
could be solved by routing all information to a particular node using the flooding
technique given in[9] and then applying any of the well-known efficient sequential
algorithms for planarity testing[8,10,7]. However, this flooding approach could use
0(mri) messages, where n is the number of nodes, and where the number of edges, m,

could be 0(n2). In this paper, we study the problem of DPT and present a distributed
planarity testing algorithm that uses 0(n) message and 0(n) time, assuming that the
measure of time will correspond to the time used by the algorithm if every message
transmission is completed in unit time.
The usefulness of a depth first search(DFS) paradigm to determine biconnectiv
ity as well as to determine planarity is well established in sequential computing [1].
Algorithms for a distributed depth-first-search ( DDFS ) for graphs representing
communication networks may be found in [11,12,13,14]. The most efficient algo
rithm known for DDFS uses exactly 2n-2 messages and terminates after 2n-2 units
of time[14]. Despite an efficient 0(n) message and time complexity distributed algo
rithm for DDFS, currently no distributed algorithm is known in the literature for
determining whether an underlying graph is planar or not. We present the first dis
tributed algorithm which efficiently determines, using linear number of messages,
whether an underlying graph is planar.
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Our algorithm tests planarity by testing each of the bicomponents of a graph.
There has been a considerable amount of research on distributed biconnectivity test
ing and its various characterizations [15,16 ]. The most efficient algorithms known
for the distributed recognition of biconnected components uses 0(m) messages and
0(d) time with a bound of O(logn) on message size[15]. We have recently taken the

approach of designing a distributed algorithm for biconnectivity by adapting a depth
first search based sequential algorithm to a distributed environment, using the tech
niques in [5,14,6]. We provided an algorithm for distributed biconnectivity testing
with linear complexity in both the number of messages and the time, and with a
bound of 0(n) on message length [17].
Though many well-known results of optimal 0(n) time sequential algorithms
[8,10,18,7,19 ] as well as an optimal 0(logn) lime parallel algorithm [20 ] for pla
narity testing are available, surprisingly there is no distributed algorithm available
for planarity testing. The problem of efficient distributed planarity testing was left as
an open problem in [21 ]. The author of [21 ] conjectured at that time that a dis
tributed algorithm for Planarity Testing, assuming that a minimum spanning tree is
available, using 0(n) messages, 0(d) time, and O(logn) message size may not exist. (
Here n is the number of nodes, m is the number of edges, and d is the diameter of the
graph corresponding to the underlying asynchronous network.) We use a DDFS
algorithm[14] to construct a spanning tree using 0(n) messages and 0(n) time, and
using 0(n) message size. Furthermore, based on this tree constructed by the DDFS
algorithm, we provide a distributed algorithm for planarity testing using an addi
tional 0(n) messages with O(logn) message size.
In Table 5.1, we summarize the performance of the algorithm for DPT and
related problems in sequential, parallel, and distributed environments. We again note
that the message size in our distributed algorithms is 0(n) bits for the initial phase to
find out whether m < 3n - 6.
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Table 5.1 Comparison of Related Works
Author
Hopcrol't & Tarjan
Cai, Ilan, & Tarjan
Ramachandran & Reif
E.J.H. Chang
Huang et. al.
Sharma & Iyengar
Hegde & Iyengar
Proposed here

Year
1974
1992
1989
1982
1989
1989
1992
1992

Type

Problem

Time Complexity

Comm. Complexity

Sequential
Sequential
Parallel
distributed
distributed
distributed
distributed
distributed

Planarity
Max. Planarity
Planarity

Oin)
Oin)
Oilogn)
Oid)
Oid)
Oin)
Oin)
Oin)

-

DBT
DBT
DDFS
DBT
DPT.

-

Oi»i)
Oim)
Oin)
Oin)
Oin)

5.2 Prelim inaries
In this section we present the terminology and notation used in this paper. We
refer the reader to [1,22,23,24 ] for any additional graph theoretic terminologies,
and to [2,10,7 ] for details about planarity related concepts and terminologies.
A depth-first-search ( d f s ) on an undirected graph G0 = (V0E0) gives a directed
graph G = (V, T, D) where the vertices in V are those of v0 labeled with depth-firstnumber DFNiv), ve V0, and the edges in EQ are divided into two mutually exclusive
sets of directed edges: Tree edges, T and Backedges, B. We refer to the union of T
and B as E. Let n = ivi, and m = \E\. If e = [», v]e E, then u is called the parent of v and
v is a son of u. If there is a path from u to v, then u is an ancestor of v and v is a
descendant of u, and further, if u*v then it is a proper ancestor of v and v is a proper
descendant of u. We define successors, descendents, and ancestors for edges simi

larly. Back edges have no successors.
We define Retie) to be the set of vertices such that for some s, [$,/] is a
backedge in G and also a descendent of e. If Retie) is not empty, we define low^e) to
be the smallest integer in Retie), and low2ie) to be the second smallest integer in Retie).
Otherwise, we set lowiie) = low2ie) = n + 1.
For every edge e = [«, v]eE, define the function $ as follows.
| 2 /0 vi'i(e)
if low2 ie) > u
Me) = \
llowx ie) + 1 otherwise
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The function 0 arranges the successors of each edge incident out of a node. An
adjacency list of a vertex v arranged in the increasing order of 0 is called a
properly arranged adjacency list of v. We denote this list by PAL(v).

For an edge e = [ultu2 ] we define path(e) = uiu2

uk where uM is a successor

of «/ in PAL(m) and where [//*_!, «*] e B. We denote the set of vertices { ultu2

uk

} by PLlST(e). If we add the unique sequence of tree edges from uk to uu we obtain
Cycle(e).

We define a directed ordered rooted tree, PATR(G,T), as follows. Each vertex in
PATR(G, T) corresponds to a path in G. The root of PATR(G, T) corresponds to the path
{ uu u2 ,

uk } in G starting at the root of the DFS tree, and where w, is the first suc

cessor of «;_i in PALUtj-i). For each additional vertex v in PATR(G, T) corresponding to
the path { ult u2

uk } in G, each successor of v corresponds to pathiei), where e; =

(«/, M'i) with Wi e PAL(i<i) and wt £ PLlSTiv).
The segment of e, Segie), is the subgraph of G obtained from pathie) and all of its
descendents in PATR(G, T). The segment list of e, SEGLlST(e), is the ordered set Seg(f),
1 < i < k, where f is a son of Path(e) in PATR(G, T). We will often denote Seg(e) by e.
If e = [ h, v ], then Tail(e) = a and Head(e) = v. We define Range(e) = Ret(e) U
Tail(e). The Span(e) is the restriction of Cycle(e) starting from lowfe) to Tail(e), and the
open span of Seg(e), OSPAN(e), is Span(e) - { low^e), Tail(e) }. If Range(e) = Vi < v2 < ....

< vr, then the directed path in Cycle(e) from v; to v/+i are the proper gaps of e. The
directed path from vr to vi in Cycle{e) is the cospan{ e).
If two segments A and R must be embedded on opposite sides of Cycleie) in any
planar embedding of G, then A and B are said to be directly linked.
Define SEGLlST(e, X ) to be the set of segments in SEGLlSTie) that are less than or
equal to X in the linear order in

pa tr (G, t ).

The graph SEGGRie, X) is a graph whose

vertex set corresponds to the set SEGUST(e,X). Two vertices in SEGGRie, X) are
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connected by an edge if they are directly linked in G. We denote a connected compo
nent of SEGGRie, X) by C.
An e e C is internal if there is an edge (s,t) e e such that lowxi e ) < t < Taili e ).
The status of a component C relative to e, Status(C, e ), is internal if there is an e e C
such that e is internal. We set g~(C,& ) = Minimum ( Ret(C, e ) ) and #+(C, 6 ) = Maxi
mum ( Ret(C, e ) ) . The set of edges (s, t) such that t e Ret(C, e ) and (s,t) is embed
ded on the inside of Cycle(e) is denoted by l(C, e ) and the set of edges embedded on
the outside of Cycle(e) is denoted by 0(C, e ). We will refer to the values ( g+(C, e )
, g~(C, e ) , I(C, e ) , 0{C, e ) ,, Stattts(C, e ) ) as the component parameters of C relative to

e.

5.3 The Model of Computation
We use the standard asynchronous model which is closely consistent with

[

14,6 ]. The message communication is asynchronous to the effect that a sender pro
cess i does not have to synchronize with the receiver process j before i can send a
message to j. However, the distributed control synchronizes process interactions.
Consider a network of n processes with bidirectional communication channels
among some of the processes. Let G = (K0, E0) be the undirected graph which is topo
logically isomorphic to the above network. A processor knows its distinct identity(ID) as well as the IDs of its neighbors in the graph. No two processors share
memory, they communicate by message passing only. Computation starts when a
designated root node receives an outside signal and should terminate within finite
time. The computation should terminate gracefully, and at that time, the root process
should possess the required result, each node should know locally that it has com
pleted its part in the computation, and there should be no messages in transit or wait
ing in some input port.
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We assume that the computation time is small compared to the message trans
mission time and thus may be neglected. Each processor has sufficiently large mem
ory, thus memory buffering will not cause any problems. Arbitrarily long delays may
be encountered in processing a message by a node, however, no message is lost,
communication is error free, and messages are not necessarily handled in FIFO
order.
The communication complexity is the total number of messages used during the
entire execution of the algorithm. Time complexity is the maximum time spent from
the start to the end of the algorithm assuming that the time taken for delivering a
message is at most one unit.
Our model is developed so that it is not necessary for each node to know the
total number of nodes in the network. Instead, each node should know the details
about the ID of its neighbors with whom it has links for communication. Whenever
a node learns the existence of a node with higher ID than it previously had knowl
edge about, it takes into account the new information and will send that in all future
communication with its neighbors. Hence it is easy to observe that the root node
will obtain the value of the maximum ID when the computation is terminated, which
may then be broadcast to all other nodes if it is necessary.
5.4 Program Notations and Conventions
We take the well established approach of distributed algorithm development
starting from an efficient sequential algorithm for the given graph problem and
determine a distribution of local computations to minimize communication. The
computation proceeds as in the DDFS algorithm using a scheme similar to
Probe/Echo algorithms[5,6]. Each process carries out local computations as well as
interacts with its neighbors to solve the problem of interest. During each probephase, a node collects the information from the nodes incident out of the node and
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from its descendents, and during the echo-phase it communicates the result of local
computation to its parent. Our approach is motivated from the result of Reif[25] that
the DFS problem is inherently sequential, and similar to the approach in [14 ], we try
to minimize the number of messages even by reducing parallelism if necessary.
We present a distributed algorithm which closely follows the programming con
ventions in [6]. A program consists of the global declarations followed by the pro
cess declaration. A process communicates over a shared channel, which is an
abstraction of a physical communication network, to provide a communication path
between processes. Channels are accessed using send and receive primitives. Since
we use an asynchronous message passing model, we use different channels for differ
ent kinds of messages. Each type of channel is declared globally so that it may be
shared by processes.
In our model, nodes communicate with known neighbors only. We declare
those bi-directional channels which are locally accessible in links array. A direct path
is provided between two declared processes if the corresponding bit in the links array
is set respecting the neighbor relation. We describe only those variables and func
tions whose meanings may not be clear from the context. We have assumed that
functions are in built to extend the variable length arrays whenever the index used is
greater than the currently known values. These additional bits extended are assumed
to be initialized to FALSE.
5.5 D escription of the Sequential Algorithm
We present the first distributed algorithm for determining whether or not a
given graph is planar. Our algorithm is a distributed implementation of a sequential
algorithm for planarity testing given by Williamson [7]. We show that 0(n) mes
sages are sufficient for distributed planarity testing. We also show that a message size
of Oilogn) is sufficient for the distributed implementation of the stacks needed in the
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algorithm of [7]. Our distributed algorithm presents not only an efficient routing of
local information to all nodes in the network but also a different ordering and delay
ing of certain computations required in [7]. This provides a distributed algorithm
with the total number of messages limited to O(n) with proposed O(logn) bound on
message size.
The sequential algorithm given by Williamson [7 ] is a refinement of an algo
rithm given by Hopcroft and Tarjan [8 ]. In Williamson’s algorithm, the inherent tree
structure of the cycles in a graph G, generated during the recursive computations per
formed in [8 ], is exploited to examine the bi-colorability of the segment graphs of
this tree. It is shown in [7] that determining bi-colorability is equivalent to planarity
testing. In what follows, we briefly outline the necessary steps of [7].
Begin by traversing

pa tr (G , t )

in depth first order. At each vertex path(e),

assume that a post-order traversal has been carried out for each X e SEGLlST(e) and,
subsequently, the list Ret(X) is available. We assume a bi-colored spanning forest for
SEGGR(e, X) is constructed by processing each X e SEGLlST(e) in the linear order of
PATR(G, T).

For each component C of this spanning forest, we maintain the

component parameters ( g+(C, e) , g~(C, e ), /(C, e ) , 0(C, e), , Status(C, e) ).

Let Y be the next segment in SEGLlST(e). We begin processing Y by deleting
those values t in Ret(X) with t > TailiY). The components C; of SEGGR(e,x) with
lowi(Y) < g~(Ci) are called the critical components of SEGGR(e, X) relative to Y, denoted
CRlTCOM(e, X, k). In order to determine the relation between Y and the Ret(Cit X) of

each component C,- in SEGGR(e, X), we define four sets of attachments which we
denote by A, D, A', D'. Let A' equal the return set of CRITCOM(e, X, Y). Let B' = Ret(Y).
For a component C, for which g~(Ch X) < low^Y) < g+(C„ X), let A = Ret(l(Cit X)) and B
= Ret(0(Ci, X)).
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The following lemma is one of the main basis for testing planarity in the algorilJhm of [7]:
Lemma 4.1: If 3

/ , e SEGLlST(e) s.t. i < j and ft, ft proper and ft dl ft then G is

non-planar.
Proof: Cospan(e) is a directed path from Tail(e) to lowfe). Since ft dl f j and are

proper, Cospan(e) interlaces some proper attachment in ft and some proper attachment
in fj. Hence the proof. □
The algorithm of [7] tests planarity by examining whether or not the critical
components arc one sided, whether or not

A', B \ A,

and

B

may be concatenated satis

fying specified conditions relative to a partial order, and whether or not the status of
the components are collectively valid. For the details of these conditions, see Fig. 5
in [7]. If this examination is successful, Y is merged with components of SEGGR(e, X)
and is colored appropriately to get a spanning forest for SEGGR(e, Y). If Y is the last
entry in SEGLlST(e), then Seg(e) is obtained from path(e) and SEGLIST(e) after deleting
those backedges (s,t) with t > Tail(e).
5.6 Novel Distributed Algorithm
Let G be the underlying graph. If G is not biconnected, the biconnected compo
nents of G may be obtained using the distributed algorithm in [17]. The following
distributed algorithm for planarity testing may be applied to each of the biconnected
components of G. Since G is planar if and only if each of its bicomponents is planar,
successful testing of each of the bicomponents is sufficient to determine the planarity
of G.
We give a distributed implementation of the path tree based planar embedding
algorithm outlined in section 4.0. We show that 0(n) messages are sufficient for dis
tributed planarity testing. We achieve this by showing that the computations needed
for embedding the segments of a path may be localized. Note that these localizations
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are achieved by exploiting the following observations facilitating the distribution of
the stack needed in the computation:
1) The Range of each segment in a path is linearly ordered.
2) The segments of a given path are also linearly ordered and the Range of any
segment in a given path is restricted to the Range the path.
Hence, during the processing of a segment computations may be localized to
the range of its paths. Furthermore, we show that we can limit the message size for
planarity testing to O(logn). We observe that a straight forward implementation of the
algorithm in Section 4.0 requires a message size of 0(n\ogn) because of the need to
carry the return set of a component as a stack. We provide a distributed implementa
tion of these stacks avoiding a need to explicitly carry entire stack parameters in the
message. This requires reordering of certain computations because of the unavail
ability of all the distributed data at each node. We show in section 6.0 that these com
putations may be delayed until the data becomes available and that these delayed
computations maintain the correctness of the algorithm in Section 4.0.
We execute the following three rounds of a probe/echo algorithm for our dis
tributed algorithm:
Round 1
A DDFS is carried out with some additional local computations at each node to
label the type of edges incident on the node. When the root node is prompted from
an external source, the probe phase for this round is initialized. As in [ 14 ], a mes
sage is created by the root node with the first two fields to be used for the following:
the first corresponds to a bit vector field to mark all the visited nodes and the second
field is an ID-field for the sender information. The size of the bit vector is initialized
as the largest of the ID’s known to the root. The root marks its ID as visited in the
bit-vector and then sends the control/message to an unvisited neighbor.
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When the control is received for the first time, each node determines its parent
from the sender information in the message. Corresponding to the remaining neigh
bors which are marked as visited in the bit vector, it determines the set of backedges
incident on it. The node then updates the bit-vector by marking the bit correspond
ing to its own ID as visited. It stores this bit-vector in a local variable. It then labels
an unvisited neighbor as a son and sends the control/message to this son. When the
control/message is returned to the node and if an unvisited neighbor exist in the bitvector received for the son, it repeatedly selects the next son and sends and receives
the control/message until all its neighbors are marked as visited. When all the sons
are labeled and the control is returned, it marks as IN-attachments those edges corre
sponding to the neighbors which are not sons and which are also listed as unvisited
in the bit-vector stored earlier as a local variable. At this time, the node has parti
tioned the set of edges incident on it as the tree edge from its parent, the tree edges to
its sons, the backedges to its ancestors, and the backedges from its descendents. The
node then returns the control to its parent along with the updated bit-vector signaling
the Echo phase for this round.
When the root receives the Echo signal from its last son and labels its INattachments, the first round of computations is complete.
We remark that in the Echo phase, information about the total number of edges
E is obtained so that at the root the graph may be declared non-planar if l£l > 3 v - 6.
Round 2
If l£l < 3 v - 6, then the root initializes the Probe phase for the second round.
This round is used to calculate lowu low2,

and PAL values for each node.

In the probe phase, each node sends its depth first number (dfn ) to those nodes
corresponding to the set of IN-attachments incident on it. The control is then con
currently passed to its sons. When the control reaches a leaf node of the DFS tree,
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the echo phase for this round is initialized. At this time, each leaf has the dfn numbers
of its neighbors. The leaf uses these numbers to calculate lowlt low2, and <p~, values
for edges corresponding to its neighbors, and orders its neighbors to obtain its PAL.
At each internal node similar computations are performed. When the control is
returned from all of its descendents, observe that the dfn's corresponding to its
backedges have already been received. When the control is returned to the root from
all of its sons, the second round is complete.
Round 3
The root once again initializes the probe phase for this round. In the probe
phase, the path tree PATR(G,T) is consU’ucted. In the echo phase, at each vertex
path{e) of PATR(G, T), Seg(e) is determined by successively merging SEGLIST(e, Xt) in

the linear order of

in PATR(G, T).

The root starts the process of constructing the path tree PATR(G, t ). In what fol
lows, we describe how the paths corresponding to the vertices of PATR(G, T) are con
structed, and how the vertices of PATR(G, T) are linearly ordered relative to this tree
structure.
Let path(e) =
vr‘

Vo*

...

vk correspond to a vertex v in PATR(G,T). Let PAL(Vj) = { v / ,

}. Then v ;+1 = v^'. For those v / corresponding to backedges, a segment

Seg(ej ) is constructed. For the remaining v / , j > l , corresponding to edges which are

not backedges a Seg-Message is sent. When a vertex
from
= Vj

V,,

v/

receives a Seg-Message

it initiates a new path, path(ej), by constructing a Path-Message with TaiKej)

and lowi(ej) =

/o w ,(v /’).

The vertex

v;

then sends Path Message to its successor v i+1

on the path and waits until it receives back the control from all v / e

PAL(v,)

not correspond to backedges. We observe that for the case when

is the root of the

v

which do

PATR(G, T), Vj is the root of the DFS tree in G. The probe phase of this round ends at

the last vertex

v*_,

of each path.
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Beginning at the last vertex v o f path(e)=vlv2

vk, the Echo phase is initial

ized. vjt-i maintains lowl(e) = vk as the bound for Seg(e) to be sent on the attachment
corresponding to /cm^ (<?,), where e{ is the first segment with a proper attachment.
Unlike the sequential algorithm in which Seg(e) is obtained after processing
SECLlST(e), we send this information before beginning any processing of SEGLiST(e).

This allows us to gain efficiency by avoiding a backward traversal from vj to v* in
order to merge path(e).
The following is a recursive procedure executed at each node. We explain the
steps involved in this procedure.
Step I :
For each vertex v, on path(e) with segments e ; consisting of a single backedge,
Ret( e ,) is set equal to 7a//(e,).

Step 2:
For those non-singular segments e

Ret( e ,) is assumed to be available by the

recursive procedure applied to e ,). In this case, Ret( e,) is maintained as a distributed
stack. This disfiibution is achieved by sending an element in the ordered set Range( e
,) - Tail(e) over the attachment corresponding to its successor element in this set.
Step 3:
For any IN - attachment incident on v,- the information received is used to update
the current component parameters received from vi+i. This involves analyzing which
of the following three cases apply.
case 1 : g~(C, X) < v, < g+(C, X ) for some component C of SEGGR(e, X). In this case,

the information received corresponds to the next element ( relative to v; ) in the
Range of C.
case 2 : v, = g~(C, X) and the set of accumulated attachments is empty. The current
component parameters are set to those received over the IN-attachment.
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case 3 : v, = g~(C, X) and the set of accumulated attachments is non-empty. One of
the following decisions is made to resolve relaxed calculations.
(i) The graph is non-planar because the set of accumulated attachments, SAC, is
directly linked to segments in C embedded on both sides. This decision can be made
based on component parameters received over the IN - attachment and the low{{SAC) in
the current component.
(ii) Merge the set of accumulated attachments with a segment for which the set of
accumulated attachments is not directly linked.
(iii) Form a new component consisting of the set of accumulated attachments and
also maintain the component parameters relating to the old pair received.
Step 4 :
If v*_i, the last vertex of path(e) has a segment e i incident on it, it initializes the
first component of SEGGR(e, e i) using the component parameters due to 8 i. If
has no such segment, then the control is passed from vk_x to v,, where 6 i is incident
on v,-; v, then performs this initialization.
Step 5 :
The value low^e), corresponding to the lowest element in Range( e ), is sent over
the attachment corresponding to lowx{ & ,), where e

is the first segment of path(e)

with Status internal.
Step 6
The segments e

/ > 2, incident on v;, are merged in the linear order with the

current component. This involves the following computations.
(i) To begin, the current component is either initialized due to § i or is received from
vi+1. The current component parameters are updated as described in Steps! -3 .
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(ii) Let Y = e

From the component parameters of Y, check to see if the proper

attachments due to Y are embedded on one side. Note that only the IN - attachments
incident on v,- can be embedded on the opposite side of the proper attachments. If this
is not the case, then the graph is non-planar. The proper attachments have been
determined to be one-sided using the following recursive procedure in Y: lowx(Y) is
sent over the first proper attachment in Y. The subsequent proper attachments are
used to update the bounds of the single-sided component. This is equivalent to main
taining the component as a distributed stack. The details of the required calculations
follow easily from Lemma 1. We remark that those attachments which are not proper
are not necessarily one-sided. The calculations required to embed these attachments
are described in what follows.
(iii) Let C = current component. If C is one-sided and lowx(Y) < g~(C, e;), then it is nec
essary to relax computations needed to check that the critical components,
CRlTCOM(e,eh Y), are one sided. These relaxed computations are required because

only the information about the current component is available locally. We carry the
information that computations are relaxed by setting a RELAXFLAG = TRUE. If Status(A') = Status(B') = INTERNAL, then G is non-planar. If not, then we form a com

ponent, called a psudocomponent, as (A', S') if Status(B') = FREE or as (B A ' ) other
wise.
(iv) If v; = g~(C, e,) and if RELAXFLAG = TRUE, then the relation between the old
component C received over an IN - attachment at v; and the pseudo-component
remains relaxed when the condition lowx(.Y) < g~(C,ei) holds. If this condition does not
hold, then the relaxed calculations have to be resolved as described in Case (iii) of
Step 3.
(v) Let C = current component. If g*(,C,et) < lowx(Y), then the new current component
is set with the component parameters of Y, and C becomes an internal component.
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Since only the current component is required for localized computations, C has to be
routed appropriately as described in Lemma 5.2. This routing ensures that each tree
edge is traversed exactly once by at most two messages containing component
parameters. Also, because this is the second type of calculations which may require
relaxations, we set NESTEDFLAG = TRUE.
(vi)

Let

C

=

current

component.

If

NESTEDFLAG

=

TRUE,

and

if

V; = /0U'i(/(C,e,-))(/0Vt'1(0(C, £;))) With V; < lOWx(0(C, e,)( V; < lOWi(I(C,ei), we call the
attachments in the segment e ; accumulated attachments. In this case, the current compo
nent is updated to obtain a single sided component consisting entirely of accumu
lated attachments.
(vii) If NESTEDFLAG = TRUE and if the current component C is two sided, then the
segments e ,) are merged as described in Step 3. If Case 3 (i) holds, e ; is said to be
incompatible. In this case, G is non-planar.

(viii) If NESTEDFLAG = TRUE and v, = /ow^/tC.e,)), where C is a single sided compo
nent consisting entirely of accumulated attachments, then the relation between the
accumulated attachments and the old pair received must be resolved. If the current
component remains nested with respect to the old pair received, the current compo
nent is maintained unaltered. The decision is made prior to sending the control to
V,-! To route the old pair either over the tree edge along with the current pair or over
the backedge if additional nesting is needed while processing e ; at v;. How this
decision is made follows from Lemma 5.2.
(ix) When NESTEDFLAG = TRUE, the cases when no further nestings are needed at v;
and when the accumulated attachments are directly linked to the old pair are pro
cessed in a fashion similar to the calculations described in Step 3.
(x)

When

the

current

component

g~(C,

e,) < low^SAC) < g +(C ,ei), where

SAC

C

=

( X , Y)

is

two-sided,

and

if

denotes the set of accumulated attachments,
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and if RELAXFLAG = TRUE, it is necessary to merge SAC with either X or Y. Because
of the localized computations, a relaxed merging has to be carried out at the vertex v,-,
where Tail(SAC) < v,- = g~(C, <?,•). This relaxed merging is described in Lemma 5.2.
(xi) All other cases for merging

(A ,

it), (A',D ') and the remaining cases when G is

non-planar may be carried out easily using the component parameters available at v;.
For example,

(A ,

B) and

(A ',

B') are merged to form a new pair

(A # A ',

BUB'), where "#"

denotes concatenation, when Status(A') = Status(B') = FREE, and when the conditions
g +(A ) <

(A') and g+(B) < g~(B') holds. Since the information to determine if these

conditions hold is available locally, such a merging can be carried out. Similar argu
ments hold for the remaining cases.
Step 7 :
If the control is returned to the root from all its sons, and if all computations are
successful, the graph is planar.
5.7 Complexity Analysis and Proof of Correctness.
In the previous section, we presented the DPT algorithm employing two mes
sages with the above said message format. In this section we prove that time and
message complexities of the algorithm are both O(IVI). We also show that the algo
rithm is optimal in message complexity and further demonstrate that DDFS has mes
sage complexity lower bound of O(IVI). We also establish that the communication
complexity of our algorithm is less than previously reported algorithms in terms of
total number of bits used for communication, whenever e = 0(n2).
Lemma 5.1 The status of any component of path(e) = vlv2 ... v* may be determined
by maintaining at each vertex v; the information lowi(e), teail(e), the set of back edges
incident out of v,, and the values ( lowx{ e j),lo w 2( e ,)) for each segment e ,•) inci
dent on Vj.
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Proof: The status of a component is Internal if there is an attachment 0,r) with lowi(e)
with lowi(e) < t Tailie) where (s,t) is either a backedge incident on some v,- in path(e) or
an attachment in some e

If the former case does not apply, lowxi e ,) can be used

to determine the status except for lowx( 8 ,) = lowiie), in which case low2( e ,) m aybe
used. □
Because of the distribution of stack, the information about the components
other than the current component are not available at any vertex v,. Hence it may be
necessary to carry out relaxation for checking the relationship of accumulatedpair, B’
with the o!d_pair[X , K] received from a backedge incident at v;. Result of a relaxed
computation may be either to declare the graph is non-planar or may be to carry out
relaxed_merging to form a new pair [X', Y'). Note that the new pair [X', Y'] is formed
when gx+ >

8bT > 8y+

where X dl Y and last(X) > last(Y). In such a case, X' is set to X

where as Y' is obtained by concatenating Y with B' represented as y#b' where gY-~ =
8 y ~» 8 r + =

Sbi+, Next(gBr > gY+. Note that the first 2 equality may be set using the

available information from the accumulated_pair and the old_pair. The third equality
must be relaxed till the control reaches the vertex corresponding to g

The need to

send the next bound over Tail(gB'~) may be relaxed by carrying the following 3 accu
mulated fields in the message using only a constant space: RXFlag_T, gBr , and gY+.
The observation that any nested relaxation of such computations will not arise which
would have violated the constant space requirement in the message fields is
expressed by the following Lemma:
Lemma 5.2: The values gB-~, and gY+ once initialized with RXFlag_T as TRUE remain
constant until the distributed control reaches the node corresponding to gB".
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Proof: It suffices to check the following cases:
Case (1): Condition - lowfB) > lowfX)
Note that an additional need for relaxed merging arises only if current_pair is
single sided. If the condition of case 1 is satisfied then the current pair remains
2-sided until the control reaches node at gBr.
Case (2): Condition - lowfX2) > lowfB)
It

may

then

be

necessary

to

process

an

attachment

(s,t)

where

lowfX) > s > lowfB). The following two situations will have to be considered:
(i) If t < gY~, it may be necessary to carry out an additional relaxed merg
ing after the control reaches lowfY2). But, by this point, the relaxation ini
tialized for gD~ is complete and the values gB~ and gY+ may be re
initialized. (ii) If t > gY~, the current_pair information is completely avail
able and there is no need for relaxed merging.
Hence the lemma. □
Theorem 5.1. DBT has the message complexity lower bound of O(n) for n > 1.
Proof: Since information that is not local but is of global topological interest have be
exchanged using communication alone, it is clear that atleast one message must be
sent from any node i to any node j in the network, i,j e {V}. Hence atleast IVI-1
messages must be sent over the links so as to communicate to all the O(n) nodes
atleast once. Hence DBT has an 0 (n ) lower bound in message complexity. □
Theorem 5.2 The proposed algorithm is optimal in communication complexity and
uses exactly 3n - 3 messages.
Proof: Every node in the network except the root node receives only one DIS
COVER message from its father ( forward path ) and sends one DISCOVER mes
sage to its father ( return path ) . Also it is clear from the algorithm that DISCOVER
message is not sent to an already VISITED node in the network. Thus, each of the
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IVI - 1 nodes ( excluding the r o o t) exchanges DISCOVER messages with its father
exactly twice. Further, the information about biconnected component pointer is sent
from the articulation point to its descendents using the tree edges alone. Hence, the
total number of messages used in the algorithm is exactly 3IVI - 3. Clearly, the mes
sage complexity of the algorithm is 0(n) and is optimal within a constant. □
Theorem 5.3 The algorithm terminates after 3« - 2 units of time, if all messages are
delivered in one unit of time.
Proof: Total time needed for the algorithm to construct DDFS is the time required to

transmit the messages over the links. From theorem 4.2 , total time needed to trans
mit a total of 3/i - 3 messages is 3n - 3 units of time if all messages are delivered in
almost one unit of time. □
We now compare our algorithm with the previous algorithms for bit-wise mes
sage complexity. Let n be the total number of nodes in the network and m be the
number of bits transmitted for each message.
Lem m a 5.4 The total number of bits used for communication in our algorithm is less
than that for the previous algorithms, for n > 1 and m > 4 bits, for a fully connected
network.
P ro of In our algorithm, the number of bits transmitted for message is atmost 0(n) bits

due to the bit array that is appended to the messages. Since the message complexity
is 0(n), total number of bits used is 0(n2). However, all previous algorithms use 0(e)
messages with O(logn) bits each. Hence, for a fully connected network, total number
of bits used for communication is 0(n2log n) since e = 0(n2) for fully connected
graphs. Hence the total number of bits used for communication is reduced by 0(logn)
and hence the proof.n
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5.8 Conclusions
We have presented a simple to understand DBT algorithm that is optimal in both
time and message. The algorithm is shown to use exactly 3lnl - 3 messages with the
time complexity of 3ln!-3 units. We have shown that the extended message format
reduces overall message complexity in terms of total number of bits used for com
munication under the assumed model whenever IEI = 0 ( l«l2).
As in[ 14 ], we use the result by Reif [25 ] that the DFS problem is inherently
sequential while developing proposed algorithm. It is interesting to see that the pro
posed solution is valid for both synchronous and asynchronous communication mod
els. We will explore the further possibilities of extending our results to reliable com
munication models.

CHAPTER 6

SOFTWARE REDUNDANCY TECHNIQUES

It is wise to look ahead, but difficult to look further than you can see
— Winston Churchil

6.1 Overview
In recent years, parallel computation has gained importance in all areas of com
puter science. This has been motivated by the fact that the scope for sequential com
puting is limited by the speed of the hardware available today and by the efficiency
of the software written on it. The design of a parallel algorithm involves the follow
ing three steps: (1) divide the problem into smaller subproblems, (2) solve these sub
problems on parallel machines, (3) integrate solution of the subproblems as the final
solution. This is achieved by creating a process for each of these subproblems, and
executing these processes on different processors of the parallel machine. The task of
decomposing a problem into smaller subproblems, without the constraint of data
dependency between them, is not easy. Processes need to communicate with other
processes to solve the problem. Other problems in parallel computing includes
assigning of processes to processors, synchronizing the processes, and controlling
the communication among the processes. Moitra and Iyengar [1] present an exten
sive survey on the issues and current research in the area of parallel algorithms.
Another field that has emerged as an important area of research is that of dis
tributed computing. This emergence has been because of technological advance
ments made in the area of computer communications and VLSI. While such advanc
ing technologies have made the programming of robust distributed applications more
and efficient than ever before. Because of increasing importance of reliability in
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distributed applications, it has become necessary to use software-based reliability
techniques instead of the currently used approach, which are based on replicating
hardware-modules. Replication is used in distributed computing systems to achieve
significant increase in fault tolerance, resource sharing, and availability.
Currently, the method of providing fault tolerance in interconnection networks
has been based on hardware oriented approaches. However, for many applications
involving intensive computation, and which have to meet real-time constraints,
multiplicity and replication may be used together to provide fault tolerance as well as
high performance. Communication and synchronization is also of primary impor
tance in such systems. The former reduced the cost of communications, the latter
has emerged the use of a group of specialized computers instead of a general-purpose
computer. The approaches for developing distributed an application should try to
optimize the number of messages needed to be exchanged to solve the problem. It
would be interesting to study the problem of replicating a distributed application on
interconnection network with an objective of reducing the overall inter-process com
munication.
Replication based fault tolerance uses replication to provide redundancy in
order to tolerate faults. Many researchers have used replication as the basis for pro
viding software fault tolerance in distributed systems. SIFT uses synchronous mes
sage passing and watchdog processor based general rollback techniques, along with
communication between replicated processes [2]. Fault tolerant distributed file ser
vice based on replicated processes is supported in[3]. Replication ahs also been used
in ADA programs with remote tasking [4]. Process replication along with many
variations of checkpointing and recovery supports is used in Sender Based Message
Logging [5],
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These approaches provide programming facilities so that an application pro
grammer or the system on its own, may provide generic fault tolerance. An interest
ing variation of application directed approach where the processes are aware of the
underlying network and its topology has been used in WORMS[6], Application
directed approach needs more effort on the part of the programmer to specify which
part of application is critical. However, it offers greater efficiency and may also be
used to provide selective fault tolerance.
Further research to understand the mechanics of application directed replication
of the programs is needed to make the task of distribution more efficient. In this the
sis, we are mainly concerned with the efficient and reliable distributed replication of
application programs. Specifically, we investigate the problem of improving the per
formance and the reliability of binary tree-based applications running on hypercubes
when some of the nodes can fail. Replication may be used in this context for tolerat
ing design faults in the software also, by comparing the results of multiple copies
may be compared to obtain an agreement about a correct solution.
6.2 Replication in Distributed Applications
A distributed application consists of many independent processes running con
currently on different processors. In order to provide fault tolerance, critical process
are duplicated and each such copy is called a replica. Even though these copies are
identical, it is possible to implement them using different algorithms if "design diver
sity" is the goal to be achieved. Advantage of replication is that the program can con
tinue to operate as long as at least one of the replicas of the processes are alive.
Software fault tolerance provide support for making use of redundant resources
so that system reliability may be made more than the reliability of its hardware com
ponents. Various approaches for software fault tolerance was been discussed in
Chapter 2. We recall the following approaches used in replication based techniques.
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6.2.1 Approaches for replication
Distributed program execution uses a large amount of computing power avail
able on different machines. Potential for exploiting such a collection of resources
offers significant challenges. Basis of the following models is different from the state
machine model which allows replicated state machines to execute in parallel[7,8].
6.2.2 N-Version programming
The idea for this approach derived from the hardware technique for fault toler
ance called N-modular redundancy. The main idea is to execute the programs in mul
tiple copies and to choose the results based on majority voting. Triple-modular
redundancy is a special case in which the number of copies is three. In N-version
programming, voting is also achieved using software, unlike the N-modular redun
dancy technique.
Note that the results of each of the copy is needed before a solution is chosen in
this model.
6.2.3 Recovery block technique
This approach is also based on redundancy, but it allows "design diversity" so
that each replica may be programmed using different algorithms.
One of the replicas is called a primary module while other replicas are called
alternate modules. Each replica uses an acceptance test to check if the results of com
putation is acceptable. If the primary replica succeeds its test, it continues onto the
next stage. If not, the alternate models are executed in turn till the acceptance tests
succeed. Note lhat in this approach alternate modules in replica are not used if the
primary block does not fail.
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6.2.4 Active backup process
This method uses multiple concurrent execution of each process similar to re
version programming, but instead of voting the first available solution is chosen as
the correct answer. Large-grain object support in CHORUS[9] uses this method.
Fault tolerant distributed file service based on replicated processes is supported using
a similar approach as in [3], using one-to-many and many-to-one communication
between the processes for synchronization and communication of results.
Note that this approach may be used in conjunction with recovery block tech
nique to improve efficiency since the primary copy can continue execution asynchronously.
6.3 Objectives of Software Redundancy
It is well known that many real world computational problems may be divided
into subtasks so that intelligent algorithms may be used to execute each sub-task, in
parallel. Such divide-and-Conquer paradigms when applied recursively follow a
binary tree structure. We study how to provide replication based fault tolerance to
binary tree based problems executing in hypercube environment.
Our primary concern is to optimize the cost of communication (the number of
messages) while solving the problem. The computation needs of a problem are mod
eled by a graph called guest graph, in this case, a binary tree. The edges in this graph
represent communication needs between nodes of the tree. The interconnection
topology of the computer system is modeled by a graph called the host graph, in this
case, a hypercube. The problem of mapping the guest graph into a host graph is gen
erally refined to as embedding. Such mapping is usually guided by some constraints,
which change from problem to problem.
We observe that it is possible to guide the process of embedding from the
knowledge of the kind of replication approach being used to increase the average
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performance. In case of N-version programming, since the results of all replicas are
needed to be compared at each step of the computation, it is necessary to cluster
them together in the guest graph. However, in case of recovery-block based
approaches, the replicas are used only in the case of failure. Hence in the later
approach, the primary objective would be to keep the modules in the primary copy as
near as possible when there is a conflict between a primary module and an alternate
module.
In the domain of replicated distributed programs, we study the problem of how
to allocate and replicate processes to various processors so that the cost of communi
cation in the overall program distributed over different machines is minimized. The
objectives of the research is to map replicated binary trees in to hypercube such that:
1

Efficient solutions should be derived for all possible cases of binary trees and
hypercubes, or say at least for replication number of 3 or less.

2

A general solution frame work should be derived for any given replication num
ber.
In the following section, we pursue a deterministic solution for 2-replicated

binary trees and later provide a "double quadratic programming framework" for gen
eral cases.
6.4 Optimal Solution for 2-Replica ted Binary Trees
We first consider the problem of providing two replicas of the modules of the
complete binary tree, called a 2-replicated binary tree. In this section, different repli
cas of the same module are mapped to different nodes in the hypercube.
6.4.1 Preliminaries
The communication needs of the computations are modeled by a graph, called
the guest graph. This graph depicts the required interaction between the data
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elements of the computation. The topology of a standard interconnection network is
depicted by a graph, called the host graph. The guest graph is embedded in the host
graph for execution. The quality of an embedding is often measured by two parame
ters: (a) dilation and (b) expansion. The expansion is a measure of processor utiliza
tion where as the dilation affects the communication cost.
The embedding function / maps each node in the guest graph G = (VG, Ea) into
a unique node in the host graph H = (Vf, , EH). VG and VH denote the node sets of the
guest graph and the host graph respectively, and Ea and EH denote the edge sets
respectively. Let vt and v2 be nodes in G. Since the embedding is a 1-1 mapping of
VG onto V//, let /(vj) and /(v2) be the nodes in H that are images of vx and v2 respec
tively. Let the distance, d(v; , vj) between v, and vj be defined as the number of edges
in the shortest path connecting v, and v,- in either G or H.
Definition 6.1: The dilation d f is defined as
d (/(v ,), /(v2)>
---------—
d(vi , v2)

df = max —

‘

Definition 6.2: The expansion ef is defined as
ef = \V"\
Vr.

6.4.2 Embedding augmented 2-replicated binary tree
Our technique first derives an Augmented 2-Replicated Binary Tree
of height

k,

(A2RBT(k))

by augmenting two replicas of binary tree with communication edges

and then maps this A2RBT into hypercube. When the processes of a

A2R B T (k )

are

mapped onto processors of a hypercube, we place the processes which need to com
municate in neighboring processors, thus communication overhead is minimized.
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Definition 6.4.3.1: An Augmented 2-Replicated Binary Tree, A2RBT(k) = G(V, E),
where V is the set of vertices of both the replicas of binary trees and E= E'

kj

E",

where E’ is the set of union of edges of both the binary trees, and E" is the set of
cross edges defined over the neighbors of a vertex in another copy of the replicated
tree.
We classify the set of edges in the A2RBT(k), of height k, into two classes:
(1)

the set of edges in the underlying binary tree;

(2)

the union of the set of cross edges in the hypercube of dimension i at level i of
the complete binary tree CBT(k) of height k;

(3)

the edge between the spare and the root in each of the binary tree with addi
tional spare obtained after embedding the binary tree into the hypercube. ( Note
that the hypercube of nearest dimension to a given binary tree always has one
more node, called spare node, than the number of vertices in the binary tree.
For example, a

C B T( 3)

has seven vertices, while

H ( 3)

has eight nodes.)

Spare node is adjacent to the root because of the nature of embedding of binary
tree. We provide an algorithm that embeds the underlying A2RBT(k) such that the
root, the spare vertex, and the vertices of the sub tree rooted at the root in each
replica into two similar disjoint sub cubes of dimension « - 1, in H(n). Our algorithm
recursively embeds the A2RBT(k) into H(n) and is given in theorem 6.1. We use
induction on the height k of the A2RBT(k) to prove theorem 6.1. Our basis of induc
tion, unlike given in [10] , is given for k = 2, though our theorem holds good for
k = 0, l trivially. The basis is so chosen in order to clarify the embedding of cross

edges mentioned above in the characterization of A2RBT(k). As stated in [10] , this
embedding technique is similar to those used by Bhatt and Leiserson [11] and Bhatt
and Ipsen [12]. We now state theorem 6.1.
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5

class (1) edge
class (2) edge
class (3) edge

Figure 6.1. Embedding of ABG(3) into H(3)
Theorem 6.1: An Augmented 2-Replicat.ed Binary Tree, A2RBT(k) can be embedded
into a hypercube, H(n) with dilation 3.
Proof: Let f k be the function that maps an A2RBT(k) into an H(n) with dilation 2. We
define f k by a recursive construction on k, and prove the theorem by induction.
Basis: For k = 2 the actual embedding of A2RBT(2) into H(3) is given in Figure 6.1.
The Theorem 6.1 clearly holds good for our basis as the function f k is given below
for k = 2.
/ 2( l 1,c 1) = 000;

/ 2( l 2,c ,) = 100;

f 2i2l,c i) = 010;

/ 2(32, c,) = 010;

/ 2(22, Cl) = 110;

/ 2(12, c2) = 101;

/ 2( 2 „ c2) = 011;

/ 2(32,c 2) = 011;

/ 2(22, c2) = 111;

/ 2(31,c 1) = 110;
/ 2(1 i , c2) = 001;
/ 2(31,c 2) = l l l ;

where, / 2(v;, c7), l < i < 3, and 1 < y < 2 is the mapping function applied on the vertex i
in replica number j of the A2RBT(2), and the right-hand-side of the above relations
refer to the binary addresses of the nodes in Hi.3).
Hypothesis: For k < n, an A2RBT{k) can be embedded into an Hin) with dilation three,
and the real root and the additional root mapped to the spare are adjacent in the cube.
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Induction Step: Assume that there exists an embedding function /„, which satisfies
the induction hypothesis. In order to embed an A2RBT(m + 1) into H (n+ 1), we make
the following observations. The remainder of the proof uses the figure 6.2.

sr
rr

sr,

sr.

sr

rr.

rr,

AUC(m)

Figure 6.2 Induction Step for Theorem 6.1.
Observation 1: An Augmented 2-Replicated Binary Tree, A2RBT(m+ 1) may be
obtained from two identical copies of A2RBT(m). Let rrx and srx be the real root and
the spare root of the first copy, while rr2 and sr2 refer to those of the second copy. In
A2RBT(m + 1), srx is the real root, and sr2, the spare root. Note that rrx and rr2 become

the left child and right child of the A2RBT(m + 1) respectively.
Observation 2: A Hypercube, H (n+ 1) may be obtained from two identical copies of
H(n). It follows from the recursive definition of hypercubes, that these two copies

refer to the maximal sub cubes, and we refer to any two adjacent nodes that belong to
different copies as similar nodes.
Claim : It is sufficient to show that the edge between srx and rr2 of A2RBT(m+ 1) is
dilated to 2, to prove the induction step.
Proof: Let us represent a vertex in A2RBT(m+ 1) using three parameters: (1) copy
number, c (1 or 2), (2) level of the vertex in the underlying bitonic tree of A2RBT{m), I
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(0 ^ / < m —1), and (3) the index of the vertex in that level, i. For example, the vertex
v(l,/,i) is in the first copy, at level /, and its index is i. We refer to an edge,
e

u{c2,l2,i2) ) as a similar edge where ci * c 2, l2, and i2 refer to the level

and index of neighbors of u in replicated copies. Two A2RBT(m)'s of A2RBT(m + 1)
can be embedded into H(n) using the induction hypothesis and the Observation 1.
The remaining edges of A2RBT(m+ 1) that need to be embedded in H(n + 1) fall into
the following two types.
Type I: The set of similar edges of A2RBT(m+ l).
Type II: The edge between sr, and rr2. We refer to this edge as prime cross edge.
In our embedding algorithm, the Type I edges are dilated to 2 since the two end
vertices of these edges are mapped onto nodes in one level higher or lower in the
replicas, and thus are mapped on to two dilated nodes in the hypercube, //(«). This
follows from Observation 2. Now we are left with only the Type II edge and hence
the claim.
We now consider the Type II edge. Since sr, and sr2 are connected by a similar
edge (dilated to 2), and sr2 and rr2 are atmost the comer of a sub-cube(from hypothe
sis), the Type //e d g e is dilated to 3. Hence the theorem.n
6.5 Heuristic Approach for General Replication Number
We consider the general case of mapping of replication of binary trees on to
hypercubes in this section. We show that this problem is reducible to double
quadratic programming problem[13]. Hence this problem is NP-hard for the general
problem, because underlying this problem is a mapping problem which is NP-hard.
We take up performance study of variations of many greedy heuristic algorithms.
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6.5.1 Problem definition
We consider the problem of embedding replicated binary trees into hypercubes.
Let the distance matrix D=[rf(>] refer to the distance between any two nodes i and j in
a hypercube. Let there be «, copies of the binary tree. Clearly two nodes x and y in a
replica of a binary tree are neighbors if they are related by the neighborhood relation
of parent or child in any of the replica. Let us denote the k th node in the I th by au .
We are interested in the solution to the double quadratic assignment problem of
minimizing G, where
G = weight {a, b) * dist({f(a),f(b)) + weighted, b') * dist(f(a), f(b'))
+weight(a',b) * dist(f(aprime), f{b))

where, V a' and b' e neighbor

a

neighborj(/?;) 3 j € m a i =£ j

Note that a, and aj in two different replicas do not have to be adjacent through
neighbors of a; and a, have to be nearer to both of them.
In figure 6.1, neither 2 and 2' have to be adjacent nor 1 and l', but 2 has to be adja
cent to 1 prime and 2 prime has to be adjacent to 1.
6.5.2 Generic greedy heuristic algorithms:
Since quadratic programming technique is NP-hard, we propose a generic
greedy hueristic algorithm and study some variations so that we can gain insight into
the performance of these algorithms. Many embedding problems have also been
solved by similar techniques[14].
Most solutions to solve quadratic programming problems use greedy heuristics
for an initial solution and then use iteratiion to improve the quality of solution[13].
Previous hypercube embedding algorithms have used heuristics as an effective technique[15]. A trade-off of the quality of solution and amount of computational effort
expended is obtained by a gain function appropriate for the given problem.
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In this thesis, we propose to use a selective gain-update scheme wherein the
gain of the only neighbors of the most recently chosen vertex has to be updated. Fur
ther, we use the technique in [Ref..] to maintain a priority queue of lists of nodes
updated, along with a record of the currently known best gain. At any stage, a vertex
with the best gain is selected.
We define gain function as a measure of the advantage of choosing the most
vertex q in relation to the previously chosen vertices.
gain(p, q) = X

r € Neighbor(p)/\r% Chosen _set

(max - dilation - dil( q, /(r)))

(6.1)

where p is a vertex in the binary tree in any of the m-replicas,
q is a node in the hypercube,

Neiglibor(p) is the neighbor set in all of the m copies
Chosen - set is the set of vertices which are already mapped.

Further, if there are more than one vertex in the priority queue with best-gain
index, then we choose the following variation depending upon the kind of replication
desired.
(a) N-version programming:
Since this approach needs access to all the replicas in each step of computation,
there is no particular advantage in favoring any nodes. Hence we choose the "vertex
in depth first" method.
(b) Recovery-BIock approach:
Since alternate modules are used only when primary modules fail, on an aver
age case it is advantageous to keep primary copies near to each other. Hence we try
out variations of first-in-first-out expansion where in the priority is given to the pri
mary copy.
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Note that the order of nodes inserted and deleted may be controlled using differ
ent strategies.
Figure 6.3 gives a generic greedy heuristic algorithm in terms of the gain func
tion defined above Equation 6.1.

Algorithm Generic-Heuristic
Begin
For the height of the CBT, obtain the corresponding hypercube with appropriate
dimension.
Initialize gain-matrix and priority queue
Obtain replication number and initialize adjacency list
Assign root as the first-vertex
Update gain-matrix and priority queue
While (not all vertices are mapped) do
Begin
cur-vertex = delete-maximum ( priority queue, best g a in )
select next node and map the current vertex
Update gain-matrix for neighbors
End
End

Figure 6.3. A Greedy Algorithm

6.6 Implementation Results.
The above algorithms were implemented in the following three different
schemes for both Depth-first insertion-deletion order as well as first-in-first-out order.
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6.6.1 Distributing replicas strictly on different nodes.
In order to support partial hardware failures, different replicas have to be exe
cuted on different machines. This way, failure of a machine still permits continuation
of the program using other replicas. The program implemented is called nodup.
6.6.2 Permitting repeating replicas on the same node.
If the goal of the design diversity is pursued, the different replicas are imple
mented using different algorithms. Thus, more than one replica may be executed on
the same node. The program implemented is called nver.
6.6.3 Higher expansion of hypercube
If overloading the same node with more than one replica of even different ver
tex of the tree is not permitted, then higher expansion of the hypercube may be used.
We have experimented the expansion of the hypercube by a factor of the replication
number so that each node has to execute atmost one replica. This method however
needs more number of nodes and is hence costly to implement. The program imple
mented is called highjexp.
6.6.3.1 With distribution:
Here the nodes selected by the greedy algorithm chooses the vertices from the
higher dimension freely. The program implemented is called fifov.
6.6.3.2 Multiplicity of primary copy:
The algorithm embeds the primary modules using the nodes in the lowest
dimension hypercube and repeats the same embedding in higher dimensions. The
program implemented is called static.
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6.7 Comparison of Results
For comparison, we provide the results of triple-modular equivalent of 3-ver
sion programming for binary trees for heights between two and five. We observe
from actual simulation that results for 3-version programming as well as recovery
block equivalent fifo approach is belter than that of highexp approach. Hence it is
encouraging to study deterministic approaches for higher versions also.
6.8 Conclusions
The problem of software based replication methods is promising for providing
fault tolerance. In previous sections we obtained an algorithm for embedding with
3-dilation for the replication number of two. We are also desirous to investigate the
feasibility of a deterministic algorithm for a generalized higher replication number.
It is encouraging to learn that even greedy heuristics perform very well for such
complex double quadratic programming problems. Since this approach is very gen
eral, we will apply this technique to various other data structures and architectures.

CHAPTER7

CONCLUSIONS

Focus of this dissertation has been mainly to design high performance algo
rithms that find applications in tool-based fault-tolerant distributed computing. Since
the field of software fault tolerance is still in its beginning, it is important to exploit
application specific features to provide efficient fault-tolerance. Motivation of our
research is to provide a software reconfiguration scheme that help continuing compu
tation using the process trace from faulty nodes, if possible, using deterministic pro
cess reallocation schemes.
In the context of embedding quad-tree based applications into hypercubes, we
have approached a software based fault tolerance to make use of the idle nodes. An
efficient reconfiguration solution is provided for some specific types of failures. Effi
cient heuristic algorithms are presented for general faults in this context. Simulation
results look encouraging to pursue this technique for other data structures and archi
tectures.
Unlike traditional approaches of embedding in a faulty network with the addi
tional restrictions, we provided a software environment with fault tolerant capabili
ties to continue the execution of application programs. We introduced the problem
of completing the computation whenever some nodes used in the embedding are
diagnosed as faulty. The idea of reconfiguration while maintaining the characteris
tics of the initial embedding is new. In the case of reconfiguring a complete quadtree
into a hypercube, we provided a 2-dilation reconfigurable embedding which yields
an optimal 3-dilation reconfiguration. Our approach uses process migration with
minimum number of migrations. We compared our results with existing algorithms
and have shown the superior performance of our algorithm.
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Towards providing selective replication and faults tolerance, knowledge of
biconnectivity is very useful. We provide the most efficient distributed algorithm
known to date to obtain articulation points, bridges and biconnected components of
an asynchronous networks. Our algorithm provides specification of correctness for
distributed biconnectivity. Solution is developed using incremental refinement. We
have presented a new distributed algorithm for finding articulation points, bridges
and biconnectivity components in an asynchronous networks. The communication
and time complexities of our algorithm me both 0{n). The most efficient distributed
algorithm currently known for these problems has a message complexity of 0(m) and
time complexity of 0(d) where n is the number of nodes, m is the number of arcs, and
d is the diameter of the graph corresponding to an asynchronous network. The pro

posed algorithm is derived as a step-wise refinement from a general specification of
the problem to a concrete solution and is simple to understand compared to the exist
ing algorithms. The reduction in message complexity in the proposed algorithm is
achieved based on a reasoning from a knowledge about the previously visited nodes
in a distributed depth first search. We have also compared our algorithm with the
distributed algorithms presently known for these problems with respect to bit-wise
message complexity. Though message bound is linear in our algorithm, in the worst
case, total number of bits used is also reduced by 0(logn) compared to previous algo
rithms.
Planarity testing is one of the most celebrated problems in the area of graph the
ory and algorithm design. Though there are many sequential algorithms and parallel
algorithm, no distributed algorithm is known to date. We provide an optimal dis
tributed algorithm which is based on Hopcroft and Trajan’s sequential algorithm. In
spite of extensive and many well-known results of optimal linear time sequential
algorithm as well as an optimal 0(logn) time parallel algorithm, currently, an algo
rithm for Distributed Planarity Testing (DPT) was not available in literature. The
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problem of efficient DPT was left as an open problem in [1 ]. Motivated from the
result in[2] that depth first search is inherently sequential, we pursue an algorithm for
DPT based on Distributed Depth First Search ( DDFS) to minimize the number of

messages required by eliminating any parallelism. The communication complexity
of our algorithm is 0(n) which is optimal within a constant. The time complexity of
our algorithm is also 0(n). In case of our DPT algorithm, we also show that the
bound on the message size may be reduced from CKn log n) to 0(log n) bits, except for
the initial phase to find out if m < 3 n - 6 using DDFS algorithm which uses n-bit mes
sage. Solution is simple to understand with the knowledge of the corresponding
sequential algorithms.
Replication based techniques are used recently in distributed systems for hard
ware based fault tolerance. We explore the possibility of using replication to applica
tion based on binary tree. We provide an efficient 3-dilation reconfiguration for
binary tree if there are only 2-replicas. Simulation studies look interesting to be
applied to general cases of replication also. The insight gained about this technique
is available tolerate hardware faults as well as design faults.
We have presented efficient algorithms for four problems to support fault toler
ant applications. Performance of our algorithms are shown to be superior to the exist
ing solution.
Scope of Future Research
1.

Reconfiguration approach presented in chapter 3 may be applied to a number of
problems and variety of architectures. We are currently examining a fault toler
ant sorting application to be executed on orthogonal networks.

2.

We are currently developing techniques to take care of different classes of
faults. It is possible to extend our methodology for a variety of computational
graph structures onto various interconnection networks such as star graphs, and

generalized boolean n-cubes We have characterized the computational aspects
of software reconfiguration problem and have developed data structures that
provide efficient reallocation of faulty processes.
Biconnected components solution may be extended to many communication
protocols and distributed algorithms to improve robustness.
Distributed planarity has many application to solve problem which are different
to solve on a general network. Since efficient planarity testing is possible, it is
interesting to investigate efficient solutions to many such problems. Distributed
Maximal Planarity Testing is another problem.
It would be interesting to see up to what replication number, it is possible to
give deterministic replicated embedding of classical data structures on to practi
cal interconnection networks.
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